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land &!Lake
Crafts to compete this
weekend at Rend Lake
STORY Bl ~·\I\:\ };[:\~~

PHOTOS BY f);,\'l:S :-liLLEI(

or members of the SIUC Dq,.utm,·nt
of Tedm,,lll!.!\' llmercraft team.
Saturd.iv 's H, ;\:crcraft race ofti:rs nnt
n11ly a link fri~ndly compc1i1ion but also an
, •rp11nuni1y for practical application of their
,cuJi~~- lhc c,cnt\ ()fganizc:r says.
Till' Rend Lake lill\t:rJII). ,pnn,nred h)
the SIIJC Dq1anrncn1 of 'li:dmnl11g:. pair, a
team ,,f SIUC students at:ainst lc;ims of ,tu•
dc,11, from ,,rca hid1 sd1ool, in H,wt'n:ratl
1;1,·c,. Sll;C will panidp,llc in lhc C\L'lll -.,ith
1c;u11, from four other hit:h sd10ob.
Th.: 1Io,cri:r;1f1 is a,( .unphibiuus \ehidc
th.11 can did.: across Lind. ice. wa1er or <no\\
u,ing a L~hhinn for ,uppon. Air for the cushinn i, ,upplied by a cnginc-dri,·en fan 1ha1 is
11H11111tcd ,,,1 thc i:raft itself.
(i,11',. Bu1.,nn. event or~.tni1.c, and chair of
the SILJC Dcpanmcnt o·f Tei:hnology. ,aiu
though the groups compete against each oilier
in the compe1i1ion. the focus of their work is
,,,mc\,hat different .
..The high school students approach the
project differently from the college student,,"
Butson said. '1'he high school students arc
building crafts designed by premier
Hovercraft designers in the United States.
They are learning more techniques of con•
sl,,.telilln.

f

Senior Electrical Technician Dove Allbostro (left} and David Hogon. a senior in electrical engineering technology, instruct first-time Hovercraft pilot
Joe McCoy near Campus Lake Wednesday afternoon.
"For the Sll:C student,, this crafl is their
own design. there is a lot more learning
in\'Oll'ed that way. [TI1cy} arc more interested
in design techniques::
Butson said many of the high school stu•
dents arc building larger. more po,\crful cr.ift,
than they did l.t,t year. Some of these craft',

Joe McCoy, o sophomore in mechoni~ol engineering from Homer, pilots a Hovercrof:
Wcdnc\Joy afternoon on Compus Lake.

will be demonstrated at the Du Quoin Stale
Fairgrounds.
'The purpose of this competition is to keep
their interest up and help them enjoy another
facet of technology;• Butson said.
There are sever.ii factors that the student~
consider \\hen designing the craft. Butson
said. the foremost being safety.
'The most important factors arc the funda•
mental safety issues," Butson said. •111en: has
10 be a positive flotation even when the huli :s
punctured or damaged. The cr,1ft has to 1.,e
stmng so that the engine doesn't bt..--come :i
pmjectile.
"Safety is our first concern:·
The pcrfom1ance of the craft is strongly
dependent on a number of factors, Bulson
said.
'1l1crc arc a lot of li1tle d1angcs that can
affect the pcrfonnance:· Butson said. ·111e
screen that proteCL\ the driver from the propeller can rcsnict air flow and [the cratrsl per·
formani:c. Just the local ion of the fan has sig•
nilicant design i111plica1ions:·
~
The propeller is mounted on the back of
the L"r.tft behind !he dri\Cr\ scar. and even
d1anging the pitch of the propdlcr can change

ft1$@>')!£f#i$Z~N

~fnu~~v~i~~~o~:Jfi.er
•111ere arc a lot of • The Rend Lake
little things that will Hoverolly is set for
enhance or degrade Saturday morning ct
the Dom West
the performance of Recreation
Area, just
the craft." Butson south of Rend Lake's
said.
visilor center. There
The competition
1
is restricted to entry· :
!eve! crali. according races starting ct noon.
to the rules of the Admission is free.
Hoverclub
of
,'.merica,
Butson
said. All entry-le\·el craft~ arc 12.5 horsepow•
er or le!-:~. Most of the cr.ifts arc about 10
horsepower. But~on said a typical self-pro•
pc lied walk·behind lawnmower has about fil'e
horsepower. The craft~ can travel about 20 to
25 miles per hour on waler. a little slower on
land."
But~on said that in addition to the details of
the craft. the driver also must face the chal•
lcnges posed by the half.water. half-land
course.
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City slaps fine on Carboz for buttocks, nipple exposure
TIM (HAMBEP.LAIN

DAa.Y E,;n•r:.,:s Ri:r,'h,u:
.-\n exposed nipple by any name is
,till a v1nla1ion of Carbondale city ordir1~tr1Cl".

:\ \'iolation of C::rb..mdalc"s law,
regarding niale topless entertainment
earned C.irbo1.. 760 E. Gr,1nd A\'C .. a
tine at Tue,d.iy high1's Liquor Control
Commission mcelitl!!.
·111e conuni,sinn is compt>scd of the
members of Carbondale Ci1v Council.
The violatinn involved ,; March 12
incident at Carbo1. where three male

dancers of -~rhe Amcri,·,m Lovcrt,.w, ..
exposed :heir nipples .111d hullo~ks
\\ hik on s1,1~e. Citv ,·,xlcd,,c, 1101 allow
the lmll<x:k,-or hr.::is1, to Iii: exposed h:,
a male or !email! cn1cr1,1incr in a
licensed liquor c,wblishmcnl.
City Manager Jeff Doherty acted ,ts
the hearing officer in the case anti gaw
his rcpon and recommendation to the
Liquor Control C1m11nission. The
penalty rci:n111111cndcd hy Doherty W,l\
a fine of 5750. Thi, tine \~a, b;tscd on a
prc\'ious case inrnlving Smilin' 1.tcks.
which c>1:cupicd the same k":a1ion ,ts
Carb<.11..

S111ilin' Jacks ,iol.11cd the same sec•
ti,in of city .:,xk by alln\\ing male
J;u1ecr; to c,pt"e their bu11<icks.
Aller li,tcning to th:.: report of the
hcarin)_.! Plfa:cr. Commissioner Larry
llrb:, saiJ he wanted to sec the line
rt:d~~cd lo $-HKl sin.:e ii \\as the cst:ibli,hmcnt"s tirst otli!nse.
After ,,,me discussion of the wonl•
ing 11f !he aL"tu;1I ordinance. Briggs
111,i\cd 1<1 rcdu.:c the line to $400 and
w," .,ccnndcd hv Commissioner
:\laggie Flanagan. ·The commission
then rn1ed J lLl 2 to le\')' the reduced
tine ;1gainst Carboz. with Briggs,

fl:mal!an and Commi~sioncr Brad Cole
in supp<'rt of the measure.
"I thought the rccommcmkd tine
was a little 100 high since they were first
time offenders," Briggs said. "They
admillcd that [what they did} was
\Hong, and I felt like they did e,ery•
thing they were supposed to do."
Prior to Tuesday·s meeting, Doheny
had conducted a hcarinl! in onler to
de1ennine guilt and to n:cmnmend a
penalty to the Liquor Control
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Illinois Room, Cory
351-7267.

TODAY
• Alpha Gamma Rho Jost
blood drive of the ;.)mesfer,
all donors needed, 4 to 8
p.m., 116 Greek Row, Rob
536-8661.

assist with crowd control tmd
decorotioris for the
Carbondale High School
A&cr Prom, MrI)' 8, 12 to 4
a.m., Civic Center, Mr. Nickel
457-3371 ext. 2-49.

• Japanese Table informal
conversation in English and
Japanese, every Fri., 6 to 8
- p.m., Melange Cafe, ·
Shin,uke -453-3-417.
• College Democrats
• Seventh Day Adv~nlist
meeting, 5:30 p.m., Student
Student Associoiion
Center Saline Room, Marco

• Mclead Summer
Playhouse will be holding
auditions, May 8, 2 p.m.,
Mcleod Theater, looking for
prophecy seminar, every Fri., young girf 5 12·14 to play
7 to 8·30 p.m., Troy Room
the role of Agnes in this
Student Center, laura
· summer's production of Meet
5-49-7188: · · ·
Me in St. Louis, prepare a
. ; . song.le? fi_ng, lim 453·58~. ,
• interVarsity Christian
Fellowship year eiid party,
• Coribbe~n• Students ' ' ' i
May 7, 7 p.m., Agriculture •
Association end of semester
Building 209, Patrick
· picnic:,' May 8, 3 p.m,, Boat·
5-49-428-4.
...
.

536-6090.
• Gamma Beta Phi Society
meeting, 6 p.m., Illinois •
Room, Erin 5-49-5527.

Police Blotwr

• USAF Civil Air Patrol'.
meeting, iivery Thurs.; 7'
p.m., Morion Airport, Arron
942·3991.
·-

CARBONDALE

• Philip M. Kingdon, 22, of Carbondale, was
arrested and diorge::I with driving uncler the ir.Ruence ot 2:05 o.m. Wednesday oiler he was seen
driving on the shoulder of Giant Gly Rood neor
Pone Stree1. Kingdon' posted his drivers license and
o $100 bond and was released. He hos a May 26
amrtdote.
• University police dropped all charges against
Joseph P. Blackwell, 20, of Corbondole, because of
on •illegal poldownt police said. The original
charges From Tucsdoy induded l'C$islin_g o=t, •
oggrovoted battery ogoinst o police officer and pos·
session oF connobis with intent to deliver on school
grounds.
-

Correction8
Readers who spot an error in o news article should
the DAlY EGmlAN . Acx:uracy Desk at
536-3311 extension 228 or 229. ..
conlod

-· g~~~7;;.t;e9_ ··

• SIU Veterans Association

• A Univemty employee iold SIU 'police a sh-eel sign
was stolen from the corner oF Giant Gly Rood and
Upper 40 Rood belwee:, Monday and Tues<lay. A
loss estimo!e for Ifie sign was not given, and police
hove no suspects in this incident.

~;:/;:;¾~c~i;~s~e;: .
MoryAnn 529-18-46.
• Newmon Faculty lecfure
series presents "Were You
There~•, 7:30 p.m., Newman
Catholic Student Center,
529·3311.
1

Almanac

r...J.m.iuttmi&adlincbtwoJ"liH.IC:iltOOd.iy:1~the~t.1'h:m::mmU11tt>c:hrelne,'d:a,~

; ~... dm.n&mmld~cithce'o·cnt and1henamc-11nl~ tithr:pnmail-rnrtu,,gtbe

SIU Sailing Club meeting,:
e:,ery Thurs., 8 ·p.m., Student
Center Illinois Room, Shelley
529-0993.
•

• Spanish Tobie meeting,
e:,ery Fri., 4 to 6 p.m., Cafe
Melange, 453-5-425. _
• French Club meeling to
allow students to prodice
lficir French, every Fri., 4:30
to 6:30 p.m., Booby's, Gilles
-453-5-415.

UPCOMING
• CaQege_, Republicans lcist
meeting; M,;;,y 7, 5 p.m.; .

• BC)l)k Sale, M,;;,y 8, 8:30.
a.m. to 2 p.m., Carbondale
• 1:xtende'd Fci~ily A
·. · Public Library, rain date M,;;,y Christian Singles Group
· 9, 1 to 5 p.m., 457-035-4,
· reRection oF tlie cross at
Bald Knob, May 8, -4 p.m.
• National Cancer Survivan
Day needs volunteers and _ : and a picnic at 6 p.m.,
351-1615. ·
interested parties, must reply
by M,;;,y 8, l:cbecca
• Voices Inspiration, .
529-4267.
annual spring concert; May
• Soluki Volunteer Carps
B, 6. p.m,, McCloud theater,.
needs assistance with the
· $5 at tho door, Michael
information table, parking
549,JI 15.
and other adivities far the ..
Makanda Fest, M,;;,y 8 and 9; ·· ·•· Frimd1 of Traditional
Mu1lc and Dane:.. Old lime
11 a.m. to 4 p.m.;Touch of
ConiraDance;May 8, 7:30
Nature, Anita 457-8508;
to 10:30 p,m., SIUC Touch
• Genealogy Society of
of Nature Camp II, $4
Southern Illinois open house; admission, Joe 457-2166.
Mtif 9, noon to 4:30 p.m.,
• Newmon Catholic Student
John A Logan College
Center mos~ for. all students
Library, Betty 457-60-43.
: regardless ~f religjous
• Saluki Volunteer Corps
offiliotion, every Sun., 11
rieed, volunteers to
a.m. and,9 p.m., Newman
participate in activities and
Center, Jchn 529-~'.l ll.

THIS WES:K IN 1971:
• The U.S. Agriculture Dqxirtment officially onnoona,d
that a pilot progro,n for eradicating w~ng tnOI'. iiuana would be launched that summer on larm!ond in
10 sloles. The /,gria,lture Deportment prefers to ooll
mariiuana •wi1dnemp: Officials said mast of the wild
voriely on forms desci:,ndecl from crops ponied during
World Warn k> reploce supplies of liemp cul off from
the FarEost.

• The Southern !Ilinois Peace Commillee and the
Student M:ib1izolion Committee -,.,ere colling for a boy-

cott of dasse. in <XlSeMlnce of ~,ose l:iried the year

before ot Kent State Un~ and .Jodcson Stole
College, as well as a coll b- an end I:> the v.or in
Sou!lioostAsia.
• The Rev. Jesse .Jodcson, eccnomic diredor oi the
5oolhem woclersh_ip Coun:i1; said he was orncmizing
a •fourlh pqlitiool lon:e"that~seektoelccta
. blod: ~ t i n 1'172. .Jodcson said the party would
be nicide up of •those pecpewho are lod:ecl Cl.A of the
politiool arena" indudi Ehle pol"rticxins who •are
copoole of being ~ I l::Mcon't be electecl·
because of our racist syz1em:
Ec!i1or-in-d.el:Ry,,nKomh
Ad Manager: Jon Prew!I
dauiliod: t,,,i Pocholil:
Busineu: Jemiler Nattingly
Ad ProcLction: a.;. Tcmgon,
Genem!Mcnagor. RobertJan,u
Foail!y Managing Edi1or. L"""8 SpNr-.
Dirplay Ad Dirocta: Shari Kilion
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Universitv Bookstore has
· ~1w;1vs been about s:onvenience.
We're centrally located in.the Student Center - a place many
peopl~ visit. daily.- We introduced buying textbooks by mail so

!9

............. .

.:.:

yqu didn't' ha~e 'sliop for them.::.. Once again, University
•·· •Bookstore,is_inlroducing a new service to make your,life even
easi~r:i. we conTiell you whcil ii isjusl yet - bu! it's a big one
:.: · ·_-· :cmdwe've·been:_Vvorking on it for-awhile:

.
..
--Experien·ce the· uffini~fe in convenience brought
.'to you by University Bookstore.
.

536-3321

VStudent Cencer
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Copper Dragon brings moe. music
DAILY EGYMlAN REl'ORTER

Heads up, _moe.rons. moe. is coming to
<::arbondale on the road to Woodstock.
The group has just finished its winter tour,
which has included sold-out shows at the Los
Angeles House of Blues, the San Francisco
Fillmore Auditorium and the 9:30 Club in
Washington, D.C.
Scheduled to play at the 30th anniversary
concert in Woodstock this July, moe. is making an impacL The band's latest album, "Tin
Cans and Car Tires," released in September,
was recently counted among the 10 "most
important albums of '98" by Rolling Stone
magazine.
The review dl'scribes the band's lyrics and
"ml:fodic 'figures" as being ainbrig asmall few '
to approach "focused greatness."
Band members claim to have stayed cutting edge :,"'.ill\ _th_eir. music ,an_d. equipmer,t,,
which is reflected in the most recent albm,1one they refer to as their most "matt.re effort
to date."
"Iflife were a cartoon, we'd be the soundtrack." AL Schnier, guitarist for moe., said.
And with rave
reviews from Rolling
Stone
rr.agazine,
·• Moe.'s concert will
members · of moe.
take place at 9 lonight . hope their musi • is
at the Copper
catching on.
Dragon, 700 E.
"We are hoping to
Grand Ave. Tickets
become the most
0111 ovoiloble. For
famous band in ·the
more informofon coll
the Copper Dragon at world,"
Vinnie
549. 2319.
Amico, the band's
. drummer,
said.
Amico describes the band's musical stylings
as eclectic, but classic, in its old-fashioned
rock-and-roll appeal .. ~.
"Our music moves in a lot of different·
directions, but we,~ definitely rll rock and

Watffltt:iji)

Carbondale officials are warning citizens to ·Jvoid Grand Avenue between
Lewis Lrine and Giant City Road for the
rest of the work week.
These who need to use the road sho1,1ld
exP<'.:t long delays today, Friday and
Monday because of road construction in
the area. Anyone with queslions can contact Larry Miles in City Hall at 549-5302.
-Dati<l Ferrara

Nation
HOLLAND. MICH.
Hope students protest
stance on homosexuality
roll," Amico said.
Amico said moe. has not hit a "sophomore
Though the band disagrees with the com- slump," as other bands tend to do.
parisons, fans recognize their i-Jng guitar
"We're still going strong," he said.
solos and throngs of screaming, tie-dyed fans
Fortune and glory before them, the band
as being very Phish-Jike and reminiscent of . never forgets its roots.
the glory days of the Grateful Dead.
Originally formed in Buffalo, N.Y., moe.
"Our inspirations do include the Grateful began as a small band named "five guys
De..d and Phish, but we all have many other namec! moe.," from the Louis Jordan song by
types of music we enjoy," Amico said.
that name.
"I have always loved Led Zeppelin, Frank
A short time after they were together, the
Zappa, Rush, The Clash and many others. We band lost a member and shortened the name
arc not just a Grateful Dead band. We play a to moe. Band members describe themselves ·
lot of college towns and we just connect with as "goofy" and claim that attributes somewhat
that age group."
to their success.
But despite this sec1:1ingly .understated
"You have to have a sense of humor in this
assessment, fans are impressed with the moe.- bu~iness, and we're all pretty goofy guys,"
style contemporary rock.
Amico said.
_

TRAVIS MORSE
. DAILY EGYM1AN REroRTER

Gene Green hop,.:s to contribute
to the long-standing tradition of the
of maint.lining close ties with SIU graduates.
Green, a sports publicity specialist in SIUC's Intercollegiate
Athletics Department, has been
named the new editor of the
Southern Alumni - a quarterly
magazine with an annual circulation
of 300,000.
In addition to editing the aluinni
publication, Green also will be
developing other printed materials
for the SIU Alumni Association.
He said he hopes his new position will allow him to make the
alumni publication as good as it can
be.

·s1u Alumni Association

"I want to try and build on an
; already quality magazine," Green
. said. "I want to make it even more
reader-fiiendly so it will continue to ,
be something the University can be
proud of."
·
The Southern Alumni and its
more per.sonality-based stories
attracted Green right away.
"I've al1,,'ays ·enjoyed writing
features and personality profiles,"
Green said. 'This publication has
much more of a personal touch than
the media guides I was involved
with in athletics,"
Ed Buerger, executive director of
the SIU Alumni Association, said
Green has two major attributes that
will make him an exceptional editor.
"First and foremost, he is wellregarded professionally as both a
writer and an editor,"' Buerger said.
"Secondly, he is a graduale of SIUC,

so he's extremely knowledgeable
about the University and its alumni."
Green is no stranger to the publication wo·rld. During his nine years
with SIUC's Athletics Departmen~
he was assistant director of sports
infonnation and he also served as a
publications editor producing
brochures and media guides for the
Univ ;rsity's athl•.tic teams.
Furthermore, in 1996, Green was
promoted to director"of S)Ylrts information .- a position that allowed
him to supervise all publications for
women's athletics.
Green said he feels his experience will help him a great deal in his
new position with the SIU Alumni
Association.
SEE

GREEN,
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COBA toJ1on~r ,alutµn~s,_ h~~th. dir~_ctor at banquet
L
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'This is important
to the college becaf.!Se
it's a very tangible • lhe Annual College
SIUC alumnus Hubert Avent's years of . way of demonstrating of Business Holl of
hard work will pay off Friday when he will be to the outside world
wgi 10 9
inducted at the Annual Hall of Fame Banquet that our graduates p.m. Friday in the
for the College of Business.
have accomplished GoBollllroomeryLouDngetheond
. "I think it's a great honor and privilege to distinction in their
0,f
be both nominated and selected in the Hall of business careers," he Student Center.
· Fame,"saidAvent,a 1969SIUCgraduateand said. "It is a g.ial that - - - - - member of the advisory board and Hall of is essential to the College of Business and
Fame inductee. "I have ·worked hard through- Administration to produce outstanding busiout my career and I arn happy it is being ness leaders."
acknowledged."
Balasubramanian said that al:Jng with
Avent is the director of the Urban Health awarding SIUC graduates, the· college also
-Branch of the, Department of Health and honors people from outside of SIUC who
Human Services and has more than 23 years J,ave done outstanding things for the commuof health care delivery and health policy expc- nity and demonstrated how to run an enter- •
rience.
.
_
prise.
· .
COBA will be sponsoring the Annual Hall
The Hall of Fame award was established in
of Fame BanqueL The banquet is comprised 1986 to recognize the achievements of more
of three awards: the Hall of Fame award, the than 12,000 alumni in COBA. It recognizes
Southern Illinois Business Leader of the Year distinguished graduates who have established •
award and the Executive·ofthe Year award.
outstanding careers in business, industry and
Siva Balasubramanian, dean of COBA, not-for-profit ,:eyanizations:
·
said the college has a fonnal nomination comThe Executive of the Year award, which
.mittee · that narrowed the names down to a was created in 1979; reflects on the achievemanageable size. He contacted the people ment• of SIUC alumni who have broadened
who were selected.
• · • : · ·-· ·- ·• - ·· the scope of economic opportunity through
DtUA'ID

DAILY EGYMlAN REl'ORTER

:~:ept:r::n

\_

Southern Illinois
Road construction be_gins
on Grand Avenue today

Alumrii)magazine editor to improve on good thing

AsTARIA

3

CARBONDALE

MATT SMENOS

Green

6, 1999

the transfer of technology and training in
management skills.
'
. The .criteria for the award includes outstanding service and dedication 10 a career in
husiness, evidence of outstanding leadership,
a concern for the human element of business,
a history of innovative ideas and a position of
prominence within their field.
Established in 1984, the Southern Illinois
Business Leader of the Year award has the
same acknowledgments and criteria as the
Executive of the Year award.
· Tal:ing advantage of everyone being at
SIUC. the advisory board for COBA will also
meet this weekend. Many of the Hall of Fi!Jlle
inductees also serve as the·college's external
advisory board members. ·
· Balasubramanian said the board usually
meets at SIUC twice a year to advise COBA
on how to improve the quality of the college.
Avent said he has continued to have a close
relationship with COBA throughout his
_career.While working on the advisory board,
Avent said h: has tried to encourage minority
students to enroll in COBA.

SEE

Students at Hope College recently
staged a day-long public protest against
their school's position on homosexuality,
an issue that has created division on the
liberal arts campu.~ in recent weeks.
School officials responded to the
April 29 protest, which attracted about
100 students and instructors, with a
statement saying that the college like its
founding denomination, the Reformed
Church of America - would continue to
distinguish between homosexual orientation and homosexual behavior.
'The college remains steadfast that it
will not recognize or support persons or
organizations that advocate the moral
legitimiz.ation of homosexuality," the
statement read.
Students, carrying signs reading
"Harassment is committed in the name
of love, of evangelism," said their
protests stemmed from ill feelings generated by the college's chapel program,
which recently presented a series on sexuality that many said lacked balance .
One guest_ speaker, a minister, said that
homosexuals' orientation could be
changed through faith. Students and faculty groups respv,1ded to the minister's message by holding
a prayer vigil and inviting a gay pastor
to speak on campus.
Sc:ne students not participating in the
recent protest responded to the demonstrators by blasting Christian music from
the window of a nearby donnitory.

SYRACUSE. N.Y.
Students arrested in riot
should expect punishment
Students who participated in a week•
end riot that resulted in 39 arrests should
expect "no leniency," Syracuse
University omc:als said.
As many as 1,000 students took part
in the Saturday night riot, which erupted
after police tried to shut down a block
party that was scheduled to end at 10
p.m. Students threw bottles and punches,
prompting Syracuse police to dispatch
its riot unit for the first time in a decade.
No one was seriously injured during the
melee, which took police until 1:15 a.m.
to get under control.
Ten of those arrested were charged
with first-degree rioting, a felony. The
others were charged with a variety of
misdemeanors, including disorderly conduct, resisting arrest and obstruction of
gc'!,.rnmental administration.
In addition to the criminal charges
against them, those arrested will also
have to face charges for violating student
conduct codes, university officials said.
Penalties could incltJde disciplinary
action ranging from probation to suspension. Seniors expectiag to graduate could
lose the right to p.-uticipate in commencement ceremonies and have their
diplomas held up for several more
weeks, officials said.
After the riot, Syracuse Mayor Roy
Bernardi ordered a temporary ban on all
city-issued permits for campus house
parties until the end of ti-rt! semester later
this month.
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Leave SIU's lobbying to the professionals
The Illinois Senate Ap;,ropriations Committee
recently cut funding to several SIU programs,
leading some University employees to call for a
rethinking of our lobbying tactics. The suggestion
is to have employees ~rom SIU's various campuses
do the lobbying because they would be the best
lobbyists. The DAILY EGYPTIAN commends the
concern, but we believe SIU and its lobbying
efforts in Springfield are in good hands.
Currently, the lobbying fmn Fletcher, Topol &
O'Brien is in charge of massaging legislators 1nto ·
smiling on our University when relevant funding
and legislation matters are before the General
Assembly. While the firm seems to be. wellrespr.::ted, it is based in Chicago, a long way from
Carcondale and other SIU campuses. So the proposed question is whether or not a group of campus-based representatives would be mor~ beneficial.
The question seems reasonable. Who else
would trulr know the needs of SIU's campuse-:
rhan campus-based employees? What is ignored in
this question of knowing your product is also
knowing the process. Lobbying legislators for
money and bill support is not something a person
untrained in the art can hope to accomplish. The
University hired a team of professionals to do our
lobbyir>:; because that's just what they are - professionals. They are specially trained and seasoned
in the application of lobbying theory and practice.

In short, when it comes to getting legislators to do
what SIU needs and wants, the firm knows what
it's doing.
Now, if SIU sent a band· of English professors
and nutrition lecturers, would they be able to get
the job done? Prnbably not. TI1is doesn't mean
they would be incompetent, just that they wouldn't know how to go about the lobbying proo.·· s. It's
more than just going up to a legislator and asking
for his or her support. Lobbying is a persuasive art
form that requires knowing people as well as their
place.
Nobody can expect that by watching the
"Schoolhou.<e Rock" cartoon rendition of how a
bill becomes & law they will be sufficiently knowledgeable of the legislative process and how to
lobby. We're simplifying the .capabilities and
knowledge of our. campus emplotees and their
potential venture into lobbying for our University,
but the message is the Sll!l!::. Fletcher, Topol &
O'Brien make careers out of lobbying. They are in
the work force because they are good, successful
lobbyists and they kno\\( the best way to get the jcb
done. They have more respect in the As..<embly
than a bunch of professors and lecturers would
ha,•e and more time to devote to this arduous task.
In recent years, funding to SIU has increased
thanks in pr.rt to the Fletcher, Topol & O'Brien
lobbying finn. Let's nor be so quick to banish them
when some of our programs get funding cuts.

In our Feb. 10 announcement of the fil•
ing of a petition to hold an organizing election·for the profcs.<:ional staff at SIUC, we
referred to our "place at the table." That
"place at the table" would give us the
opportunity to help detennine the policies
under which the University expects us to
work. It would give us a voice in
University policies we are duty-bound to
canyouL
·
According to the Feb: U article in the
Southern Illinoisan, 1o Ann Algersinger
could not be reached for comment regarding our announcement However, Sue
Davis, director of the SIUC News Service.
said Algersinger has worked hard to open
communication with all groups on campus
and to include them in decisions that affect
them.
The May 4 Daily Egyptian editorial .
expanded upon the implication: why collecti','.e bargaining if communication is open
and positive?
I very much admire Algen;inger and
appreciate her open management style. I
would appreciate any SIUC administrator
who is dedicated to that style of open communication. I am very appreciative of her
willingness to talk openly with all groups
on campus. 111e time is here· for new methods of communication and inclusiveness.
However, we need to have some degree of
parity.
,
We may be invited to participate in a
more inclusive style of communication, but
we alsn need a guaranteed role in determining and re.viewing policies. The professional staff at S!UC c:umot depend upon the
managemer.. style of any r.dmi!listrator for
our "place at the table," no matter how positive and open that style may be. We need
the confidence of a "place" guaranteed by
contracl Administrators change, and invita•
lions can be withdrawn. Contracts stay.
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The semester is nearing an end
and it's that time again, SIUC time for your grnde card. I understand the letdown that you feel. You
struggle all semester long like a good
little University, pouring your heart
and soul in• your work, and then it
all comes down to a few measly letters on a shabby little computer
printout. Cheer up. If you were a student, you would actually have to
leave and look for a career based on
your record.
In English you have earned an Aplus this semester simply on the
basis of your creative writing assignment. rm referring, of course, to the
letters sent to me by Woody Hall in
February. One note fired me from
my student-workjob because I have
a graduate assistantship. 1be very
same day anoth.:r letter informed me
that my assistantship was being terminated because of a scheduling
foul-up. What masters of irony! Fire
· me from one job based on, :}Ifother
job from which you're alsd' firing
me. How Kafka-esque!
The interactive aspect of your

University each year than others do
in two or three. You're a business
that sells education. I doubt that you
Jay Larson
can find a class on this campus
which teaches you to increase quality
Egyptian Graffiti
and efficiency by hiring more mancwaar> 11iunoa,.. Jc,y
agers.
u a grxlua1e
This probably influenced your
studontinehino,,,
philosophy grade, where your tenn
Hislory. nis cpinion
paper,
"!•Generate Paperwodc,
does not necessaily
Therefore I Am," left something to
rellectthatofthe
be desired. I gave you some points
0AAYtGVl'!l<N,
for making it really long, though.
wriring - where you create probYou know, SIUC, I don't think
lems which the reader has to resolve _you're working up to your potential.
-,- is brilliant This wonderful piece
Maybe when you spend Jess money
of surrealism affected me like few
on research :hiin comparable univerother works of bureaucratic literature sities your sUJdy habits begic to dete- I actually had an existential crisis. ;fr,rate.
G!:orge Orwell couldn't have done
While we'm on the subject of
better.
study habits, one word of advice on
Your business administration
getting outside help with your prograde is another matter; Just one
jects - if you pay someone to write
week after we praised Gov. George
a report for you, make Sllre you get
Ryan's education budget increase,
your money's worth. The economic
impact analysis which you bjred
you came up with ;i way to spend
-ArthurAnderso!) Consulting 10·<!0 on
some of H - create an executive
vice president pusition. You add
the central purchasing facility was
more staffpo.;ition. to this
called "extremely weak" and Jacking

"in-depth analysis" by the
Carbo;;daie Chamber of Commerce.
When I get these comments on a
report, I nonnally pull a "C" at best
If I paid someone good money to
write a "C" paper for me, I would
want a refund.
, There is a positive side, though.
Your anthropology gmde is outstanding. This campus is a multi-cultural
project. In five minutes of sitting on
the wall Oiltside the Student Center,
you can be lectured by a Deadhead
girl on the health detriments of using
soap, and then talk to a latter-day
Reaganoid about the upcoming lecture by a "welfare queen :urned
Republican." This actually happened
and I can only imagine it at SIUC. ·
The number of foreign students only
adds to this experience. No one who
pays attention could leave this
University without his or her. eyes
bdng opened·a little. Good work.
You h&ven't flunked out quite yet
Maybe you just need a semester of ·
academic probation and a few reme-.
dial classes. You aren't going anywhere·for the summer, are you?
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abo~t this school's repullltion as a
An explanation
party school If I had a nickel for
eve.ry time I've been told by some
behind the action
alumnus that this used to be a "real
party school," I'd probably dpip out
DearEditoi;.
of school to search for Amenca. • ·
I am writing in responsi: to the
However, I've been a student since
recent letter (m Thursday's Daily
1995, and I can see a difference in .
Egyptian) provided by USG Vice
the party atmosphere in just these
President Elect Brian Atchison. Brian
four years. Not that people. in .his
is a good guy. I almost have nothing
school
can't party anymore because
against him and only good things to
you can still find the "brew lia•h:1$"
say about him. What I do have is a
if you look for them. But it isn't . .
problem with his parties' politics.
what it was when J was a freshman. ·
I filed a grievance recently, protestIn short, this school's reputation is,
ing that they went over their spending
· Joseph Sanc:hci at least, somewhat untrue. With that
limiL In a USG election, you are only
USG public relations out of the way, let's go·back to
allowed to spend a limited amount of
rommissloner and Mlllennium where it came froin: the school's
money depending on how many peoParty
presfdentlal
candidate party history. I know that the repulllple you're rurutlng with. This grievtion has bearing when based on this
ance that J filed will set up a hearing
school's history. SlliC used to be
with the Election Commission, and
TIIE party school. And a large part
· theywilldetermineiftheywentovcr
Unions h,elp, n. o.t
of the reputation comes from the
budget or noL ' ' · ·
early '90s, when the Jungle Dogs
The reason they may go over budused to rock Hangar 9 every
get is not b:cause of the T-shirts or the
Halloween. This is where the problighters. It is not for the thousands of ·
Dear Editor:
lem comes in. We, the studenL5 of
posters, the megaphone and pencils.
I am responding to your editorial
Southern Illinois University, have let
These items were all under budgeL
of May 4 in which you argued that
down a key player in this school's
Jlie rea! reason is the three two-way
. professional unions hinder communihistory. .
radios that were used on Election Day.
cations. On the contraiy, I contend that
D. Ward was the lead singer and
The problem I have is that they didn't
the sruc faculty association,
•
trumpet player of the Jungle Dogs ·
claim them on their•finance reporL
IEA/NEA union (voted by tlie faculty
until recently. "Why did D, quit the
The reason they didn't claim them is
as its collective bargaining representaJ-DogsT' you ask. Well, keep your
because they knew they would be over tive in the fall of-1996) has actually
parts on, I'll tell you. D. quit the
budgeL The estimated value of each
facilitated communications on the
Jungle Dogs to start a career in the
two-way radio is $300. That comes to
sruc campus.
culinary arts. He was the owner of
an estimated grand total of $900. J·
It is true that the faculty voted for
Soup 'R Subs, that sub thop on
know for a fact that they purchased
collective bargaining (at least in part}
Route 13 east in the old Krystal
these radios, not ret1ted them. I have a
because of the lru:k of effective com:
building.
witness that will testify at the hearing
munications with the old administta· For those of you who never had
lion; relationships had been strained
stating e.xactly thaL
the pleasu.-e .of being a patron of
On Election Day, these 'radios
and the administration was not listenSoup 'R Subs, let me tell you, it was
effectively coordinated the movement
ing. Bui communications have
damn good. The key word is "was."
improvcJ since the signing of the
of 25 senators Md volunteers. Tuey
Soup 'R Subs closed recently•. I
had so many. people helping on.
groundbreaking ~rst contract last fall.
thought thatJ had eaten sandwiches
Election Day that if they didn't have
The faculty and the admirilittation
before I ate at Soup 'R Subs, but
the radios, it would have been very
now regularly meet and discuss conwas I ever wrong. That place taught
disorganized. The radios also helped
cems (before they become problems)
me what a sandwich could be. But
them to keep an eye on me. The Select' in a contract-mandated
alas, the restaurant is gone from my
Party knew that if I was left alone, I
"Communications Committee." The
life and yours.
would get ,·ates very easily. When
meetings are not adversarial but are
Now. you're asking, '.'What does
they saw me on the move, they would
very much in the spjrit of cooperation
that have to do with the party repulll•
call in to the radio and before you
· and shared governance between the
lion.of SIUT' Well, if I think really
knew it, I had five or six people surtwo groups- both sides want that
nan!, and I mean hard, I can rememrounding me. The radios influenced
wrJch is best for the ~nlin; Unh-ersity · ber the best panics of my college . ·
the vote indirectly, just like the Tand wori:: hard to ach!e~'C 1~
career. All of those parties had one
shiltS. lighters and pencils influenced
The f~ty ~ o n s el_lh:mced
tning in common: the Jungle Dogs.
the ~o~indircctly. Iftheydidn'.! have ~.. i:ommurucalio~ with !headnunlStta- . They more or less lllught me how to
the radios,.then the Select Party would
lion have made 1tpos51ble forthefacpany. They are a great band. ·
have been disorganized and at a disad•
~lty and the· president's office.to wmk
The Jungle Dogs have given an
van1age on Election Day becJ.use they
!'I.concert fo~ more state fundmg. Such endless amount of beer-filled blood,
were so big. Therefore, the radios
JOtnt effo~ simp!y m:re not a part ?f
sweat and tears just so the students
should be clas.5l6ed as a campaign
the pre-umon UruVCl'Slty. 1bc associaof this school could party. I personalei<pense. It put them at an advantage
~on's presence ha:-~ served to
ly feel indebted to D. and the Jungle
and allowed them to influence the vote llllprove commUtucalions between the
Dogs. That'i. why I feel terrible . ,
more effectively. ·
administration and the Fac~ty Senat:,. about D.'s b11Siness going nnder. He
I have not broken any rules since
whose member;; ~~ve been mfected by worked his.butt off to give this
the campaign started. My opponents
the. n~w umon-lllltiated faculty
St'hool a party, then he worked his
1
1
butt off again to make a name and
i:!=i~!rs~ actJ=iy, ~e ycry CJ<istence of the.·
res1aurant for himself and his family,
job. My vice president, Ted Clark. was faculty assoo,al!On ~ ci:couraged fac- but we let him down. After all D.
toid by Mandy Jewell, an election•
ul!J fmm vanous d1SC1p!mes to speak
Ward has given u.~,'the SIUC student
commission member, that as long as J
with '!ne another. some~~ f~r the
body, the measly 23,000 of 115 couldhad documcn1ation expressing that I
first t_Im:· Such cross-!crlih:za!Jon ~n't give him enough business to surb.<d to pass the passes out, then it was
essanly improves the mtellectual life
vive. That's my problem. This is a
OK. I handed in the Jetter with the
of the campus and makes the faculty
travesty that truly depresses me. Not
fmances. The other big complaint is
~ r teachers an~ n:sea~hcrs for
only am I sad, I am also angry. I'm
that I handed in my fina.'lces late. I
therr_stu~nts. Uruon~on and comangry at everyone who didn't try it
didn'L In the USG constitution, it
m1;1'llcauons are two Sides of the same
just because it looked "cheesy," or
states on page 12, item I that, "expens- com.
the,• like Subway and McDonald's.
es shall be submitted to the Election
·
KayJ.Carr It's.just sad.
Commission no later than one working
There's really nothing we can do
asscdate
professor
of
History
day." Everybody knows that a working
;,ow
except
mourn
the
death of Soup
president, SIUC faculty
day is fiom 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The USG
c;ssacfation, IEA/NEA 'R Sub, a damn fine eslllblishment.
office is open fiom 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. l
and that's sad. So all I really want to
handed in my expenses at 5 p.m., and
say is this: D~ I'm really sony about
it lS documen~d.
your restaurant. I loved the place.
The n-.zson I am fi::!:ting this is
Goodbve
to a goo,d
Thanks for all the fun and music.
becau<:.:: people that voted for me did
r·
You're given my friends a lot to
so because they thought the ·
business, friend
remember. Press on D•• press on.
Millennium Party was the right choice.
Love, MatL Jeff and Bari.
They saw that fighting spirit that charDear Editor:
Jeffl.u...iin
acterized our whole campaign. Our.
I've got a problem. I am ·a stusenior, adliertisi.1g
voters ha\'C fiuth in us. Jam ,101 fightdent here at SIUC. I lulow the truth
ing this because I want to be president,
I am fighting this to vindicate the voter.; that got cheated because the Select
Party cannot play by the rules. I will
not lie down for this. What they did
violated the USG constitution and constitutes the removal of._: president
and vice president. If that does happen,
we will work with all Select Party senators, even though Mr. Atchison stated
in his letter that the senators should
"refuse to work" with us. Mr. Atchison
really cares about the future of USG,
or does he? God bless America.

hinder communication
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Did you knqw ..
that you can voice
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on the DE, Website?
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Students get away from the commotion of
Carbondale for a weel<end while canoeing
Jacks Fork River in the Missouri Ozarks

through the SIUC Adventure
Resource Center there was not
one moment he seemed uncomfortable, worried or even out of
his clement.
That was not the case for
everyone, though. As a city boy
with my most recent camping
experir.nce six years in the past,
I was afraid I was never going
.to walk straight again after !he
25-mile canoe trip through the
beautiful Missouri Ozarks.
The trip began at the ARC
Friday aftemoo11 when the leaders, Davis and Julia Moore, a
senior in geology from Des
Plaines, hooked up the trailer
Davis, a senior ~n outdoor
and packed the maroon SIU van
recreation from Olney, sees
everything dealing with outdoor with personal flo_atation.devices,
a cooler and paddles. Our perJiving that way. While leading
sonal gear, incluc;Hng clothes.
the Jucks Fork canoe trip
food, sleeping bags and mess
kits, was put in the canoes and
tied down.
Besides the two leaders,
there were seven participants
including Doug Larson, DAILY
EGYPTIAN photographer, and
myself.
Jose Becchio, a graduate.student in mechanical engineering
from Venezuela, was making
his second trip with the ARC in
two weeks. The week before he
had gone white-water rafting in
Tennessee and ~e was looking
for another adventure-filled
weekend.
Jim Boness, ·a.senior in political science from Downers
Groove, had just purchased a
Jose Becchio, a graduate student in brand new kayak and was lookmechanical
engineering from ing forward to breaking it in for
Venezuela, paddles the canoe out of the first time on a river.
Katie Klemaier, a semor in
hanns woy ofter a rather technical
advertising from White Hall,
tum in the river.

henCarl
Davis was
in basic
training for the
National Guard he had
a sergeant who. after
explaining something,
would say, "Bam, Bob's
your uncle. It's that
simple."

W

Carl Davis, left, co-leader of the canoe trip through the .SIUC Adventure Resource Center, a senior in ouldoar
recreation from Olney, and Jorja Jankowski, a junior in therapeutic recreation from Kalamazoo, Mich., guich, their
canoe down the Jacks Fork River in the Missouri Ozarks.
·
·

and her boyfriend Keith
Nightlinger, an unclassified
!,>raduate student from Mt
Prospect, were looking for a
JJice peaceful weekend.
And rounding o:it the group
was Jorja Jankowski, a junior in
therapeuti:: recreation from
Kalamazoo, Mich.
The five-hour drive to the
mouth of Jacks Folk was mainly uneventful, except an interesting stop for -1inner at Sonic's

in Piedmont, Mo., where we sat
outside and watched members
of the community drag race and
squeal their tires down the main
road. Smalltown Americ.a on a
Friday night.
.
We reached the Prongs, our
starting point, at 10:30 p.m. and
set up camp. I did not bring a
flashlight, but it !Urned out we
did not need one because there
was a full moon that illuminated
the nighttime sky.
After we set up camp, we
stood around in a circle while
Becchio pointed out variou~
stars and gave us a lesson on
Polaris, the North Star.
"Everything moves around

the North Star," Becchio said.
:•But it always stays·in the same
place - it always· points north:'
The next morning we woke
up early to near-freezing weather and wondered how it could
be so hut during the day, but, in
the morning, I could not leave
my sleeping bag for fear of
frostbite.
·
· Davis was already up and .
brewing his compulsory cup of
coffee.
"It's 38 degrees out," Davis
informed me. "But don't worry,
as soon as the sun gets up over.
SEE

CANOE, PAGE 7
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(above) Jim Boness, a senior in political science, cooks dinner a&er camp was
set up the first night af the trip. (right) Caves are found
lhraughout the diffs bordering the river. Some can be canoed into while others
are e><ploroble on foot only.

CANOE

continued from page 6
those trees, it'll wann up."
As Davis made his coffee
and I ate my breakfast of a few
granola ban;, he told me why he
recommends canoeing trips
rather than backpacking trips for
people who are just beginning
to gel into outdoor recreation.
According to Davis, canoeing trips· are optimal because
people can bring more equipment and. do not have to wol1)'
about carrying it long distances
- t·verything is transported via
canoe. Also, many p<!Ople don't
realize how tough it is to hike
all day with. a 50-pound pack.
Canoeing can present its own
difficul"'~""~'""•j..•):..9"'#"'g,...u'"'!;""Jjj"":
'". ties, as
Larson
• Anyone interested in and I
outdoor recreo6on
found out
trips should coll the
as soon as
ARC ot 453-1287 lor
we put the
o schedule of ev"°ls.
canoe in
the water.
We floated down the river for
about 10 yards before we
reached the first tum, nearly
flipped and ended up stuck
backwards in the trees that hang
over the river.
Everyone else made it
through without mishap, which
immediately made Larson and I
realize we were already in first
place for the "most likely to end
:.ip floating down the river without our canoe" award.
Jacks Fork River is part of
the Ozark Riverways system. It
winds its way east by northeast.
through the Ozark mountains,
where it dumps into the Current
River, which runs south and
eventuallv flows into the
Mississip-pi River.
The first 15 milt:s of the river
cuts through canyons and is
very curvy with a lot of "class
I., and "class 2" rapids, which
arc calmer rapids. One-hundredfoot rock cliffs peppered wi1h
c,.vcs tow~r over the river on

both sides.
Some of the caves are small
crevices, while others like
0
Hospital Cave" and "Jam Up'"
cave are large cavernous intrusions into the rock face.
"Jam Up" cave is only accessible by lhe river and is named
for the enormous chunks of
square-like limestone tha1 arc
piled around the entrance of the
cave. By climbing over them,
you find a beautiful pool about
50 yards in, fed by a waterfall.
As the river winds its way
out of the canyon it slows down
and widens. As the group paddled, we could see the rolling
hills and wilderness of the
Ozarks.
The river had other canoers
on it; but it was not crowded.
Groups continually overtook
each 01her and exchanged
friendly banter. One couple we
kept meeting had a small, "ferocious" dog named Sophie. . , ·
Sophie was more rat than
dog but stood on the bow of
their canoe iind barked at passing canoes. Later, we passed
Sophie and her owners while
they were having a break on
shore. Her owners were throwing small pebbles into the water
while Sophie barked and tried to
attack the st011es.
"She's a ferocious dog, isn't
she," the man said with a
smile.
Right after our last run-in
with Sophie we came to an Scurve in the river with rapids.
A fisherman stood knee deep
in the waler, enjoying the day.
"It's a beautiful day," the
fisherman said.
"It couldn't be going better," I said.
· As soon as I said that, the
current gmbbed the canoe and
flung us through the rapids and
into a overhanging lrce ,which
hit me in the chest and flung
me overboard into the cold
water. Everyone else, including
the fisherman, got a good
laugh, watching me blunder
down the river, trying to get
myself onto the bank. Larson

and I were the only two who.
ended tip in the water the
entire trip, though in utter fairness, a few ot~ers came close.
. The leaders found a gravel
bar to camp on about 7 p.i:n:
and set up camp. Everyone
cooked dinner in the fading
light anci laid around to relax
fatigued muscles. Jim Boness,
the most experienced camper
other than our leaders, cooked
himself a feast while the rest of
us ate soup and granola bars.
The second day the river
was calmer and everyone was
able to relax and enjoy the
.stunn_ing Ozark scenery as they
slipped past it..
· W~ reached Alley Spring, .
.011r pulhout poiN,..at Z:30 and
loaded the canoes onto the
trailer and wearilv climbed into
the van.
Jose Becchio was tired but
lookin_g forward to another
trip.
"If you guys are doing this
again. let me know" he tells
everyone.
'Tm definitely inierested in
going again."

(leh) Campers lounge
oround the campfire
otter o strenuous
eight hour trek down
the winding river.
(right) In the van
heading home, Jim
Boness,
Keith
Nightlinger,-cnd Jose
Becchio review the
trip on a stole map
and discuss future
routes they might
toke. (above right) At
the end of the ioumey,
the canoes ore pulled
onto land while the
cancers woit for the
arrival of the van.
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NIPPLE
continued from page 1
Commission. Cartoz was found in
violation of city ordinance and did
not contest the charges.
Part of the n:ason for the reduced
fine for Carboz was what some
commissioners saw as ,•ague wording in the ordinance. Cole, who was
sworn for his first Council term earlier in the evening, said he was willing to uphold the original recommendation at first, but he thought
the ordinance was vague and left
him with some uncertainty.
''We have to be consistent in our
ordinances," Cole said. "If this is

inappropriate in a liquor establishment, is it inappropriate downtown?"
Briggs agreed with Cole that the
wording of the ordinance was
"strange" and that there should be
_ some sort of change in the Ianguage.
"I thought the wording was a littie vague," Briggs said. "[The ortlinance] doesn't say what it needs to
say."
·
Although the violation did not
come before the Lh,uor Advisory
Board, board member Mark
Robinson thought the ordinance
violated was questionable as well.
"In my opinion, the law is more
obscene than the crime," he said.

TOMGHT: THUKSDAY, lllaL 6

Jimmy &
:<I •

The House Cats

HOVER

continued from page 1
'The transition between water
and land is the most difficult part
of the course," Butson said. 'There
is a bank that is about 3 or 4 inches high.
'Th!= challenge is making sure
you hit the bank square on and trying to keep from collapsing the
intertube skirt the craft floats on."
The weather also can present a
hazard, Dutson said.
'The wind also makes it trid.y,"
Bulson said. 'The driver has to
maneuver around . trees, bales of
hay and around water buoys.

"I've turned out publications in
a university setting for almost 20
years now," Green said.
"This experience will be
invaluable in doing good work for
this current position."
After he graduated from SIUC
in i975, Green became intimately
involved with the writing and edit-

'-

. ' $1.75 Pints-Heineken
$1.75 - Speedrails

NEWS

'The driver drives as if he was
on the surface, but he is actually in
the air stream. A strong gust of
wind can throw the craft off
course."
Though the crafts are designed
for safety, additional precautions
are taken by the team, Butson said.
The driver of the craft has to wear
a helmet, a face plate and a life
vesL The driver's arms and legs
have to be covered, and there must
be a fire extinguisher aboard the
craft. Butson said overall this is a
beneficial and affordable project
for students.
'This is a good project," he
said "It is fairly inexpensive for
people to get involved in .• It takes

''We have a minority advisory
board within the school of
Business," Avent said. "In 1967 we
sta11ed 'Encouragement of Black
Businessmen,' which was designed

ing of numerous college publica0
tions.
He was a senior information
specialist at the University of
Missouri-Rolla from 1979 to 1989
and he also worked as sports editor
at the Southeast Missourian in
Cape Girardeau, Mo,
"It's always !,,>..en a combination
with me of both writing and editing,'' Green said.
·
"I've had a pn;uy well-rounded
background, and I think I'll be

able to handle a job of this magnitude,"
In the future, Buerger hopes the
alumni· magazine can expand
because of Green's contacts in the
area.
· "We feel very fortunate to have
someone who• knows about our
local tal·!nt base," Buerger said.
"Hopefully, using Gene's links to
the community, we can open up
our publication to oth-:r. members
of the University."

to get more minority enrolled."

quet is special for COBA because
lhe faculty from the college will be
there and other units from campus
will be represented as well.
"It's always exciting because it is
nice to recognize people who have
achieved
so
much,"
Balasubramanian said. "I'm looking
forward- to iL"

Avent said hi! will continue to
work with the minority advisory
board to get African-Americans
enrolled; He also locks fcrward to
working with the new dean of
COBA, Dan Worrell, in furthering
progress of minority enrollment
Balasubramanian said the ban-

Find your dream job at

WE CAN HELP -

a

about $1,000 for school to get
started.
"It is affordable for both high
school and college programs."
SIUC students Jason Mines and
Jason Vonderheide will drive the
SIUC craft in_ the races Saturday.
This is Vonderheide's second year
on the team. . ,
.
Butson said the main focus of
the competition.is to allow the students to put the!r ideas to work.
'Tne thing about this project
that makes the contrast to a design
on paper- is. that it is more difficult
to design and construct a craft that
works than. to_ put a design on
paper," Butson said: .
"On paper it al\>/ays works.".

www.dailyegyptian.com
Making plans for the Summer?
Take a:q SIUC course anywhere,
an)1ime through the
.· .
Individualized Learning Program·

BINDING, OVERHEADS, COLOR
COPIES, INSERTS, HANDOUTS,
5TICKEYBACKS, LAMINATING,
PROFESSIONAL ADVICE AND

KOPIES &MORE
OPEN UNTIL 1 A.M
811 S. ILLINOIS AVE. • 529-5679
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Shawn Trumbo, a
graduate student in
music performance
from Centralia,
warms his lips ur on
his horn at Altgeld
HaU before practic·
ing Wednesday
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Police blotter: A weekly look at campus crime briefs
COLLEGE

PREss ExCHANGE

other six ~ udents.

MORGANTOWN, W. Va.PISCATAWAY, NJ. - Eight
students at Rutgers University
who said they were shooting a
film on campus - · ,caring black
trcnchcoats and carrying B.B.
guns, riflei, and paintball guns as
props - recently were arrested on
weapons and terrorism charges.
The students, arrested on the
university's Busch campus, said
they didn't intend to recreate the
April 20 mas~acrc at Columbine
High· School in Littleton, Colo.• in
which two student gunmen
attacked their school with bombs
and assault weapons. They :;aid
they were merely trying to film a
scene for a movie that one of the
students said he had been working
on for more than a month. While
details of the film's scene were not
released, one of the students was
carrying a hand-held video camera
when police showed up to investigate.
A school 5pokeswoman said the
srudents used "extremely bad
judgment" but appeared to be sincerely apologetic and troubled that
their actions might be interpreted
as disrespect for the victims of the.
Littleton shootings.
The students were apprehended
around I :45 a.m. on April 30 after
another student spied them running in and around a dormitory.
The students were each charged
with making terroristic threats,
possessing a weapon and possessing a weapon on institutional
property. A judge set bail at $500
for two students who were not in
possession of any weapons. ·The
judge set bail at $7,500 for the

Six students at West Virginia
University have been charged
with beating a fraternity pledge
and also are at the center of a campus wide investigation that could
lead to disciplinary action or
expulsion.
Morgantown police said warrants were issued to seven men,
including one alumnus. for
allegedly hazing a Phi Beta Sigma
pledge. School officials said three
pledges were involved in the
February hazing but that only one
has pressed criminal charges.
Phi Beta Sigma, which does
not have a chapter house, agreed
last month to disband until all
eight of its current mt::mbers are
no longer students. Each member
als'l faces a possible fine of $1
million and expulsion from the
national organization. National
fraternity officials said a final vote
on the proposed sanctions will be
taken during Phi Beta Sig,na's
national conference in July.
University officials are also
investigating the alleged hazing,
which is a violation of school policy that can lead to expulsion.

TUCSON, Ariz. - A student at
the University of Arizona managed to e!i1de an attacker by kicking him in the groin.
According to the Wildcat, the
young woman was unlocking a
door to her car when an unidentified man grabbed her by the neck
and waist and tried to drag her
away from the scene.
The woman told· police she
slipped out of her Mickey Mouse

. '®. i~-·un_B.
imitedl'
Dnterrnet
@il 0 Service ,.

sweatshirt as the man was dragging her and kicked him in· the
groin. As the man writhed in pain,
the woman ran away.
Police are still looking for suspects in connection with the April
29 incident.

CONWAY, Ark. - Campus
police at the University of
Arkansas arrested a student who
they said had an explosive device
in his donnitory room.
Scott Linnell was charged with
crimina_l use of a pr9hibited
weapon. According to the
Arkansas Traveler, police found
out about the explo~ive device
after receiving a call from the
mother of Linnell's roommate,
who said that her son was con-·
ccmed about the device.
Investigarurs
searching
Linnell's room said they found
two CO2 cylinders, much like
those used for BB guns, filled with
gunpowder. Before removing the
device, they evacuated three
floors of the dormitory.
Prosecutors handling the case
told the Traveler that they believe
the device was constructed solely
for recreational purposes.

strange man leaving it and no_ticed
right away that !>e was carrying
her roommate's computer. The
woman yelled outside for he.Ip and
grabbed the attention of several
students.
The thief couldn't get through
an electronic gate securing the
area, a hang-up that allowed students involved in the April 27
incident to get a good look at his
face.
"I couldn't have imagined that
someone robbing Yale students
could be such an idiot that he didn't know how to get out of the
place he was robbing," said
Anastasia Titarchuk, a student
who grabbed the laptop from the
thief before he escaped.

if it were reimbursed in full. Still
unclear is whether other vendors
affected by the students' scam will
feel the same.

CARBONDALE, Ill. - A student
at
Southern
Illinois
University-Carbondale may have
been under the influence of drugs
when he fell to his death May I,
investigators said.
Benjamin Ward, 19, was pronounced dead at 1:15 a.m .• shortly
after he fell through a window on
the 16th floor of his dormitory.
Toxicology reports are not
complete, but friend~ of Ward told
;nvestigators that he often used
mind-altering drugs. The Jackson
County coroner already has ruled
out suicide and foul play. but campus police are still investigating.

PEORIA, Ill. - Herc·s yet
another reason for students to proLINCOLN, Neb. - Campus
tect their debit card numbers:
Police at Bradley University police at the University of
are deciding whether to press Nebraska are fighting underage
charges against two students who drinking by going undercover.
Police, with help from the unimanaged to make about 10 illegal
transactions between March 29 versity, have set up a task force
and April 14 using a personal made. up of a combination of
identification number they ripped plain-clothes and uniformed officers. Baby-faced "re_glliar Joes"
off from a fellow student
According to the Bradley blend in at the party to look for
Scout, one of the students con- students who are selling or giving
NEW HAVEN, Conn.-A thie( fessed that he and his buddy used· alcohol to minors. They also look
failed to make a clean getaway the stolen debit card number after for underage students who .:re
after taking a laptop computer overhearing a student share the drinking.
from a Yale University student's number with. a friend. The duo
If the undercover officers sp:<·
donn room and getting hung up by was busted after a local pizzeria problems, they alert the unian electronic gate securing the reported that someone trying to formed officers, who break up the
area.
order food over the phone had parties.
. According to the Yale Daily used a .false account number.
"We're not interested in stopNews, a man strolled into an Police traced the questionable call ping parties," said one police offiempty suite and snatched a laptop to the two students ..
. cial· told -the>Daily Nebraskan.
from a student's desk. A woman
The restaurant said it wouldn't "We just want smaller, legal parreturning to her room saw the press ch_ar_ges a_gatnst the students ties."
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Myers says he's learned you only live once
M. GLiONNA

ence, the daft espionage spoof achieved cult-lik;: he said.
status, drawing raves not only from his target
"We couldn't wait to do it."
teen-age and twentysomething audiences but also
All the excitement, frankly, mystifies Myers.
HOLLYWOOD-Mike Myers has this con-· among more discerning middle-aged moviego"I had no idea that anybody would
flict over bacon. The 35-year-old Canadian, a· ers. The film prompted even grown men to leer at respond to Austin Powers at all," says
IA".,.
comedian-turned-actor and creator of such well-· their wives. "Yeah, baby!"
Myers.
At a cost of just $16 million, the film took in
observed characters as heavy-m;:tal slacker
"I thought it was one universal in-joke '
Wayne Campbell, Dieter the sexually confused a surprising $54 million in theaters, with another that 'IO one would get - because they didWest German talk-show host am.I the swinging. very groovy $44 million in video rentals. Almost n't grow up in my house. I actually felt the
snaggle-toothed British secret agent known as overnight, it popularized a retro-rich Austin same way about "Wayne's World' because
Powers vocabulary that includes such one-liners it was the suburban adolescent. North
Austin Powers, knows the stuff is bad for him.
as "Oh, beha\·c!," "Saucy!" and various forms of American heavy-metal experiences
Still. he can't help himself.
"shag,"
a 1960s British euphemism for having
"I adore bacon, and I know it's supposedly
I knew ,;rowing up in the mid-1970s in i'
horrible for you, but it's so darned tasty. I defy sex.
Toronto. Really. I didn't have a clue
anybody to not find bacon tasty.'" says the slight•
whether people would gel these characly built l\lyers, sitting down outside a Hollywood
ters or not."
movie stud in commissary to a noon-hour 1ncal of
New Line executives 1ot only '"get"'
'' I
I
eight toa~ty strips. all washed down. of course..
the character, they're banking on him to
by an extra-large botlle ::if Perrier.
.sen·e as the basis for a healthy new
"But for mc, bacon ;neans something much
movie franchise.
more. ll'st the smell of the stuff brings back
The studio is aggressively marketing
happy. h.ippy sets of memories."
the Myers project with tie-in partners
- MIKE MYERS
Fo; Myers, tile aroma evokes images of his
ranging
from Starbucks 10 Volkswagen.
AUSTIN POWER~ ACTOR
late father. the eccentric British-born
There's also an animated Austin
Encyclopaedia Br;tannica and insurance sales-.
1-owers series in de.velopment for
man with a sweetly warped sense of humor,
Myers says he dedicated the movie to his HBO, and a line of merchandise
wi1ose idra of a perfect meal was a cup of tea and father, who died in 1991 after a battle with ready to hit the stores that includes a
a bacon sandwich smothered in Britisi1 HP steak Alzheimer's disease. Of all his characters, he "Shaguar" toy car; a plush doll
sauce.
says, "My Dad would have definitely appreciated modeled after Dr. Evil's pet cat,
The father of three boys, Eric Myers was the·· Austin Powers the most."
Mr. Bigglesworth; and, for grownarbiter of all that was funny in his family's subThese days, Myers has been busy pulling the ups, Austin Powers martini and
urban Toronto home.
. finishing touches on the much-anticipated shot glasses.
At night, often after m;.i•.ight, he would wake sequel, "Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged
For Myers, the success of his
his sleepy-eyed sons to come downstairs and. Me," due in theaters June 11.
slapstick spy represents a satiswatch the ol<:I spy movies and motley cast of
In the newest Austin adventure, the psyche- fying professional comeback of sorts
British comedians on the tube _ from James delic super-sleuth travels back to 1969 London in after the four years between the secBond and "The Avengers" to Monty Python and search of his mojo, or sexual libido, that's been ond "Wayne's World" and first Ausrin
Peter Sellers.
.
, stolen by his baldheaded nemesis, the squinting, Powers projects - a period in which
Inspired by those memories, youngest son' pinky-sucking Dr. Evil, a character also played he made no films.
Mike Myers ''1 .1997 -introduced theater audi- by Myers.
Stubbornly unc11lculating when it
Afterthesuccessofthetirstfilm,theaterown- comes to his career, he insists that he has
ences to a bell-bottomed British spy with bad.
teeth and a big-time libido, the kind of naughty· ers and other industry insiders expect the sequel always done whatever feels right. "I'm
lillle character that would have made his father to be among the summer's biggest hits.
just happily employed," Myers says with
laugh out loud.
Mike De· Luca, president of production at signature modesty.
"Austin Powers: International Man of New Line Cinema, maker of both Austin Powers
"It's a good job with no heavy liftMystery" was a PCllaroid snapshot of Myers' boy-: projects, says the sequel is ea~;ly as zany as the ing. As far as my career goes, I've
hood film influences.
first film.
never really had a plan for it. Things
Thanks to Myers' rubbery-faced comic pres-. · "I immediately thought it was a funny script," always just come out of nowhere.:•
JOHN
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it's supposedly horrible for you,
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Internet plan for schools
slated for more money
JOHN SoiWARTZ
THE WASHINGTON POST
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Important Reminder for Students:
Leaving SIUC for the Summer?
Graduating?

DIGITAL

CR)

Jackie Chan

&)win
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The SJUC StudentHealth Programs offers an Optional Short
Tenn Continuation Plan and an Optional Summer Coverage
for off-campus insurance benefits. Spring semester 1999
coverage tenninates Sunday, June 13, 1999. In order to
purchase either option, application and payment must be made
by Friday, June 11, 1999.
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Free Crab Rangoon
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$12 incl. Salad° Bir
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$ li~_,ncl. Salad Ba(,
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.7· days a week

all of America's classrooms to the
Internet. .
'
Critics such as Rep. \VJ. "Billy"'
Tauzin, R-La, say that the program
spends too much and oversteps the
authority that Congress gr:mted the
FCC in the Telecommunications
Act of 1996.
"We're not going to allow the
FCC to become the tooth fairy,"
said · Tauzin spokesman Ken
Johnson. Although-Tauzin supports
the idea of providing Internet access
to schools, Johnson said; the congressman and Sen. Conrad Burns,
R-Mont., will reintroducea bill to
cmtail spending for the program, tie
it to cum:nt telephone excise taxes
and tum its administration over to
1hesta1es.
·
.
The E-rate program creates a
federally controlled fund that provides discounts to schools and
libraries to make Internet access
more affordable.
The beneficiaries of E-rate
voired support Wednesday for
¥.e,!nard's proposal. Lynne Bradley,
'- - .,ty executive direclor for the
\Vashington office of the
American Library Association, said
her group wa, "pleased" by the
news, which takes· E-rate "in the
right direction." A survey published
Wednesday by EdLiNC. a consortium of schools and libraries, found
that 87 percent of Americans support continuing the program.

IPGI31
Starts Friday

For further information regarding this coverage, please refer to
the "1998/99 Extended Medical Care Benefit Plan Brochure"
orvisittheSHPwebpageat WWW.siu.edu/--shp. The Student
Medical Benefit Office (student insurance) is located at Room
I I 8, Kesnar Hall ore.an be reached viaphone

•-

Schools and libraries will get a
billion-dollar boost in federal fund, ing for Internet connections under a
plan revealed Wednesday by
Federal
Communications
Commission Chainnan William E.
Kennard.
Kennard announced that he
· wants to fund the "E-rate" program
: at its $2.25 billion legal maximum,
$900 million more than the agency
-authorized for the program in its
;· first 18 months.
.
The move will not boost consumers' phone bills, said FCC official Yog Vanna, because the cost
will be more than offset by Sl.l billion in price reductions on long-distance service mandated by the FCC
starting July I - "so in fact, there
will be soine money left over,"
Vanna said.
The E-rate program has generated controversy during its short life.
By law, phone companies must
fund the progr.im, and some have
included special line items for it on
consum1:1 bills.
Wednesday's
announcement
may generate new controversy
among telephone companies and
Republican lawmakers who !,ave
called the program the "Gore Tax"
because it is the vehicle for Vice
President Al Gore's promise to wire

Stnrts Friday
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Gus says: Spring time Is yard sale time! Earn extra cash with a
spring garage or yard sale. You can place a 3 line yard sale ad for 3
days for only $3 in the D.E. Class:fiedsl

97 TOYOTA SUPRA, good cone!, must
sell. $1950, Daniel 529·2995.

Auto

FOR SAlEI CANOES and Kaycb •
Dagger, Perception, Feat!ieraah, Boll
Wenonah, Current Designs Shawnoo
Trails Outfit!er, 529-231 J.

Appliances

87 BMW 325, 2 dr, C\Jlo, a/c, p/w,
runsAOO<I, $2-499, 351-6129.

85 FORD RANGER, XLT, bled, C\Jto,
V·6, rebuilt engine and transmiuion,
112,xxx mi, good cone!, $1,200 obo,
453•6021 or549·6174.

---------1

73 SCOUT, RUNS good, 33• tires,
3(),1 enRino, $800, coll 549-0267.

Parts C:: Services

93 NISSAN AlTIMA, blue, 89xxx mi,
a/c, am/Fm con, great condifion, 5
spd, $5000 obo, coll 536·8318.

SIEVE THE CAR ~Mobile

---------, ,~tc..!:.t.f."lt.a393:"'1s· 457·
89 HONDA ACCORD LXI, 4 dr, e,,c
cond, 125,lOOtmi, aul.:l, a/c, cruise
control, p/w, $3500, 529-0042.

Motorcycles

EL CAMINO '82, new engfoe, suspen·
sion, brakes, front end, sun roof, OJ••

Miscellaneous

89NISSANl'ICKUP, 120,xxxmi,5
spd, $1800, new trans, now tires, 2
wheel drive, 351-7923.

sizes below cost per ?b. 457-1326.

Yard Sales

Wo can vidootapo )"'Ur even!. Pictvres
to video. CO burning. Sound Coro
Muslc, Soles Service, Dfs, Karaoko,
Recording Stud<>s, PA &li9h~ng.

rial areo, laundry on premises, cable
TV ind, <M>ilMay/Aug, far 21 and
aver, call 351·9168. Seo us at
COtbondaleHousing.com

.hero nice furn home wi i,
intemafional s'1,dent, call 529-1501.

.. Sublease

I

!,~~·s1~,~~C:Jtrfi:11'
a2.
For AuR 1999 lo AuR 2000.

n_l!"l
_ "·"'-==•;t~319._.,....-,111~1111~1!1!ili:d"-r-l!ll~!'liia~ I

7:.".'C:.ilt2ra;,~~- ,tartsMafor

WALKER RENfALS, 2 &3 bdrm
houses, 1 & 2 bdrm opts, ono 2 bdrm
duple,,, l bdrm trailer, daso la campus, no pets, call 457-5790.

\t"u~A~a's,il.dc!J ~¾~595.

10

301 W COUEGE, 2 bdrm, excellent

MAXX·CB 7-pieco drum set, top hat, 3
cymbal,, camplele, like new, $499,
coll 618·9B2·2916.

Electronics

LARGE SnJDtOS, pref grad, unfum, 1
year l=e. May or Aug, dean, quiet,
no pets, $260, coll 529-3815.

---------1
Col<,nial EastApts, modem 2 bdrm, .
unfum, carpe!ed, o/c, quiet residen•
PRCl'fSSIONAL FEMALE war.ls to

--------- I

457-5641.

71 HARLEY DAVIDSON XL900,
spo(l>ler,electricstart,mildrake,
loather corbin soot, $3395, 351 • ·
0809, may toke pamal trade.

tom interior, coll 5-49-9510.

~~~~ra,ti,·~i:'i=. ::ilid

Musical

NICE 3 BDRM homo needs l • 2 non
smoking females, far fall, c/a, w/d,
$250 + uril, coll Vanessa, 549-0082.
ONE RUU,-,¼AIE NEEDED, nice op1
on College St, $225 a month, nol ind
urili~e,. Call 351-1341.

CARBONDAlE, 1 BLK from campus,
at410Wfreeman, 3 bdrm
$555/ma, 21:,,1,,,, :.20/ma, no pots,
ca!l 687·457/ or 967-9202.

2 FEMALE SUBLEASERS needed, 4

2 BDRM APTS BEGINNING MAY,
FROM $375 TO $475, 1 BLOCK
FROMSIU,457·2212.

FAXm

la. 2,fH'::u~~s~ Ad
HONDAS FROM $5001 Police im·
pqund,, tax ~s. and US Marsl,all
~;!/.°:t'~tr1r,coll 1•800-319·

C'DALE FOR RENT 3 bdrm house far 1 SUBLEASOR NEEDED, $425 + util
Aug, 2 bdrm apt, no pets, first and from June 15 tiU Aug 15, 606 E Parle,
last, plus deposit. Call 684•5649.
Coll Jason 457-2517 anytime.

lndu1;,%':,,,~J:;/J;:;tion:

Homes

-ci~~~~i~~led

CHARMING .4 BDRM, 3 bath brick
ranch homo w/country selling. deck,
2 fireplaces, 6B4·3656 Iv mess.

86CHEVYNOVA 112,xxxmi,need,
wo,k $1000negotiable,453·5179

j day, 549•8545 niRht.

- - - - - - - - -1

THIS IS THEONEI 2 • 3 bdrm bunga·
85 CHM C· 1o long bod, ale, run,
low, lg kilchen & living room, high
great, need, paint, $3000 cbo, coll
i.:,i';l'=n ~i~::'
5_2_9_·8_10_5_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6B7•2-497,A28Murphys1,M'Bora.

'Weehl~J~Ol phone

GREAT LOCATION, MAJOR remodel·

MEAOOWRIOGE APTS, 1-2 sub

FAX ADS are subject lo normal
deadlines. Tho Daily Egyptian

~v%Ts~~"it.ha~=.;o.
bldg, 1 bdrm mobile homo. LOTS OF

s~51.;!~~!itn~81:ir.s·

'°T,,;1;t~1n:'1~:;;':::f.""Y
618·453-3248

ti~

1

'. 86 HONDA ACCORD, .4 dr, 5 spd,
, a/c, good cond, mushell, $1,250,

Mobile Homes

549-4662
0

l4.c52 FLEETWOOD, 2 bdrm, indudes shed &carport. Asking
$13,000. Call 549-3717.

89 MITSUBISHI MIRAGE, ,4 dr, auto,
a/c, am/Fm, exc cond, must sell,
$1,450, 549-4682.

TREES on semi-private lat, avail Aug,
1 bdrm house, 618-896·2283.

Rooms

DAILY EGYPTIAN
SELL IT DON'T THROW ml
Mak
•
JB'k
/
cd
mini~:i;:'1!.i~1d' .::.rs:"' '

In C'dalo's Historic Distrkt, Classy
Ouiet&Sde,w/d,a/c,nowappl,
hrdwd/Rrs, Van Aw'ocen, 529-5881.

~i~:ioo'w,:.;~~~t
9:30-6:00.

PARK PLACE EAST, $165-$185/ma,
~til ind, furn, dose to SIU, ~ ~rl.- .
lfl!l,549·2831,

---------1 ---------1
YOGA HOUSE, near SIU, vegetarian
kitchen, non-smoking, meditation,
$175/mo, util ind, 457·602-4.

AVAIL, 2 SEDROOMS me lumhhed,

:::::;~ed:,~,:;;,t

AVAIL NOW THROUGH July 28, 2 mi
l J, I bdrm,
Good selection srill available. Wood·
ruff ManaRomenl O 457-3321.

t~ ';:/,~~~fig~

Apartments

C'dale, nice 1 &2 bdrm, unfurn
apartments, dose lo campus, 606 East
Park, no pets 1·618·893·4737.
GEORGETOWN
TRAILSWEST

~"'!~ez,ht~\~1
'fo.H6.
11000 f:GroruJ°"/i-;s lnl 529-2187.
4

.

---------I SOPhCW,ORElMNI.,
CENIER,Gar·
den Parl., very lg 2 bdm,, 2 bath, fully
Slffl'ING ROOM w/kitchen
privileges, 1 yr lease, $300/ma, 549·

Cclalo, 1998, 16x80,la<!ress,3
bdrm, 2 bath, d/w, slid_i~ ~u dr,
allJlass~,sidoby=,shin-

89 FORD RANGER pidt-vp, 80,xxx

:;!':.tb,b :::~.·s~lrs: ~0609.

--'--------1
89 PLYMOUTH ACCIAJM, <M>il Mat
15, $1900 cbo, Ii,, more inlo 351·

LJ~};.,~,!i~.CO:t'1e&
onrenledlat,GiantCi,yschoolclis·
trid, 529·443 I;

·

85 PLYMOUTH HORIZON, .4 dr, 5
spd, a/c. new parts, r,ns great, Mon •
Fri aflerSpm, 618-984·2197.

Liz al 549-2835.

Visit Alpha at l,is website

MAC PERFORMA 630CD 66mhz,
28.8 modem, HP color printer, mar.ilor, 0ua,lt)Cpress, Claris, Illustrator,
$325 obo, 529-7582

$200/n-o, own bathraom/basomont,
Close lo campus. Must bo neat &obi,
lo bal,y,it accosianally, 529·5122.

SALUKl HAU, new ownership, dean
roams Ii,, rent, u~I included, SO<Jlosler
leases avai~ $185/mo, across trom
.SIU or call ~29-3815.

~rs,=. ~-~i:£'iaawave,

Nutrition

Roommates

used homes for solo, io wide, ·
12
TA wide, $2,500 to
$3,800, delivery ava~. 529-4.431.

Furniture.

86 TOYOTACRESSIDA, 130,xx,c mi,
1 owner, well maintained, loaded, reliable, now rires, $3,300, 457-0656.

USED FURNITURE, anriques, resole
iiem, cf all kincis, 208 N 10th M'bora,
Thurs, Fri.Sat 10-.4, coll 687·2520.

1994 NISSAN M.A:tJMA, full option,
sunrool,. leather interior, cd player, ·1
130,x.xx, snooobo.
1989 Ai:ura Legend, oxc cond, $3600
obo. Call 549-7354.

TV STAND $5, co/loo tcblo &end
tobles $10, 2 lamps$. 2 oa, lavo seol
$15, 2 chairs $10 ea, drouer&
n~htstand w/ mirror $35, 2 fans $5
ea, coll 529·4028.

I

~ii

t

•

furn, cenlrol heat, a/c, &mare, coll

SPAOOUS FURN Sl\JOIO APTS,
mgml an P.'emisos, Lincoln Village
ts. 549-6990.

2575.

Computers

---------1 Goodwides,
n42

Ambassador Hall Dorm
furn Rooms/I Blk N Campus, Uril
Paid/~llito TV, Summer,
CESLContradAvcil. 457·2212.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO
share 2 bdrm traier near logan,
$87.50 + 1/2 uril, <M>il """• no
lea .., 98.5-8943.

WElGHT LOSS, SAFE, SERJOUS,
EFFECTIVE &AFFORDABLE, coll
Brenda l ·800-743·8795.

1:r:=~~~-.
. _FALL

~~-~t,. _ ·

UNIVERSITY HALL
More Than Just a Place to Live,
It's The Way to Live!

-

University Hall Your
Best Ho~ing Choice at SIU?

•Unlimited Free Internet
•"All-Inclusive"
_!ttp!!v.~}11'fCbcice.r,et/uhaJ¥
Budget-Easy Pricing . ·
e-mail: t.lral@myd'lte.net
•Super Singles Available WaH And Park ~treets i
•Off-Street P_ arking for All .... ·.-549-20. 50.. · . :· .
.s.Students ·,. · -:. . . .· ·· . - ·:/ :
.. .,- ' •..

•~!1=~cations Discount ~
/

~

~1j'fil~ii~!?~~~{f pha, or
LOVELY JUST REMOOE1£D I BDRM
lrom

14 ° THURSDAY, MAY 6, 1999
r.. . . . .-.. ---i BDRMfu>m suo-sjfo, :i BDRM
:Efflt & STUDIOS lowued for 99,
from $355·$.470, year lea,e, deposir,
)~';\'.;,,':,";J1~'.Z'~rlcing mo.'t lo- no pcb, 529-2535.
1 BDRM near campus, some 2 bdrms
at reduced rotes, avoil .summer, Cati
Goss Property ManQAor,, 529-2620.

2 B<><lroom Apt, near SIU, !um, a/c,
carpot, well maintained, slort loll 99
from $475/mo, A.57·.4'122.

BEAUTIFlll mJC APTS
In C'dcle's Historic Dismct, Classy,
Quiel, Srudious &Sale, w/d, c/c,
now oppl, hardwood Roars,
Von Awken, 529-5881.

SchillieWJ!Y Mgmt
RENTlHEBESTl
1 bdrm
$325/mo Moy lea,e
2bdrm
Newl 905 Po~ 1015 Aulumn
Point
4bdrm
.404 Mlll, fireplace Moy leo,e

"NEWER 3 BDRM, near re,:, new
carpel, 2 balhs, o/c, floored attic, 9
or 12 mo Joa...,, Coll 529-5881.

UilllJI llt.111 llllll
RAWLING ST APT
516 5 Rawiings Si 1 bdrm $295, 2
bdnn all viii ind, 2 b!b from siu call
laundry an ,ite, 457-6786.

ON FARM SOUTHWEST of C'Dole, 1
bdrm, a/c, w/d, fish,ng & hunting,
loose & relerences, call 684·3413.

311 w Main, 1 & 2bdnn, Is &
dean, all ufil ind, some furn, no p<l!,
S350-S550/mo, 549-18\>B.

MOVE IN TODAY, dean l bdnn,
414 5. Grol,am,oo pets, viii net
ind $225/mo, 529-3581.

COUNTRY VIUAGE, 2 bdrm, w/d

I

MURPHYSBORO RENTALS, opts &
hou,e, and mobile homes l •2 bdrms,
Call 687· 1774.

&st~r

529-2954 or 549-0895

NICE l I\DRM, $225/mo, 2 bdrm,
$275/mo, downtown Murphysboro,
687-1873.

E-mail ankeOmidwest.not

--------2BDRMtawnhouse, 1001 W Wal·
nur, $490/mo, all u~I ind except
electric, Re/max Reolry Proles,ionols,
549-9222.

2 BDRM, 412 E HESTER, c/a, ceiling
Ions, lg rocms, wood dedc, $540/mo,
w/d, 528-07M: or 549·7180.
2 BDRM, 2401 5 IWNOIS, w/d,

HOUSES AND APARTMENTS
1, 2, 3, 4, !. 5 bdrm,, fum/unfurn,
No Pel> 54 9·4808

wocd deck, ceiling Ions, Iorgo room,,
$490/mo, 528-07.U, 529-7180.

IARGE 2 BDRM IN QUIET AAEA,
• necr C'dole din;c, $435 & c-p, lease.
549-6125 or 687-.4'128.
SPAOOUS 2 BDRM w/carpc_rt. ,torape, and w/d hook-up;'$ll00/g,o,
avail now, 687·.4'158 or 457-63.\6.

SiUDIOS, QEAN, QUIET, furn or unfurn, worer/trosh ind, no pets, $235,
con 529-3815.

1 BDRM, PREFER GRAD, clean, dose
ta campus, l yeor lease, $350,
_529-3815. no pets.

1 BDRM APT, avail May 1, waler&
trash ind, summer end & foll /ea,e,,
$225/mo, call 529·70B7, please

- - - - - - - - - 1 JeavemessoAe.

M'BORO, EFAC PlUS, dean, quiet,
gos, waler/trash paid, $225, 10 min
taSIU,549·6174 eveninAs.

Tap C'dole locations, l &2 bdrm
furn opts, only $255 lo $350 mo,
ind waler/trash, no pets, (take
home lists in yard box ol 408 S
Poplar] coll 684•4145 or 684·
6862.

Brand New, 112 Gordon In, large 2
bdnn, 2 master suite, w/whirlP.OCI
1ubs, 1/2 bath downslcirs, declc, 9'
ceilings, 2 car garage, w/d, d/w,
$BOO, A.57-8194, 529·2013, Chris B.
2421 S Illinois, lg 2 bdnn, fenced pa·
fio, w/d, d/w, cemng Ions, mini·
blinds, 1 1/2 ba!hs, gordenwindaw,
cob considered, $570, also 1, 2 bdrm
Act avail ct Cedar Creek al $560 w/similar learures, both OYO;I Aug, 457•
819.4, 529-2013, Chris B.

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT. S300 per
_

_T@t:,,.'2'l/l2g650~rchoalr2s2-

1 & 2 BDRM, newly remodeled, wo·
; tor/trash paid, quiet, 1200 Shoemok·
. e, Dr, 687·2314, from $285-$350.

;!~,~
~~~n~:~k.;Ji::;~~
carpel, laundry, 529-2535.
TmmHousES
306 VI
College, 3 bdrms,
lum/unfum, c/o, Aug leases, coll
549·4808.

I

Family 2 bdrm on Sl!Nlle Dr, w/d,
d/w, whirlfX!OI rub, garage, breaUo,t
bor, private fenced patio, garden
window, avail Aug, 457-8194, 529·
2013, Chri, B. -

Duplexes

3 BDRM, 2 barh, 320 S Han,eman,

C'dcle area, l &2 bdrm, furn
opls, only $210 lo $335/mo, ind
'¥01er/!rosh, 2 mi wesl of Kroger's
West, no pels, call 684-4145 or
684-6862.

f

& 3 BDJ!!,I opts, fishing & 2 room,, furn, a/c, & otticfan, 2
mrcrowove, sany no ·rac:-r.s (llxlrm). centrclair,5 blks
5
from campus, no pets, summer & loU,
- - - - - - - - - 1 coll-457-5923.

4ff 3/00:

, ~ : ;:t,:~'fu;.,~~~t,do,e
. friendly mgml. SUMMER SPECIAL o,
:_ Iowas $175/mo, Coll529·2241.

. l BDR/.1, NEWLY remodeled, unfum,
do1e to campus no pell, avail irr.me: diolely, $350, 529·3815.
1

1 I\DRM APT, avail now, on lorm
S.W. ol C'do!e, '(Ui•I. corpor1, dee
heat, hunfinA & fishinA, 684·3413.
2 BDRM APARTMENT OR DUPLEX,
c/o, w/d, q<net area, avail Aug, oo

®Al allowed, 549-0081.

SMAil ONE BO:-J,1, heat, "'Cler &
lrosh ind, fvm~ qujet, w/d avoi1,sing1e

occupancy, :serious sludents only.

---------1 $275/mo. Coll 529-7252.

' LG E•flC, 16?(28', lo~ ceiling, yard,
, J bib to SIU, $165/mo, 3041 E Col·
'lesie, ovail now, call, 687·2475.

3 eDRM, ACROSS Mill from SIU, Aug
lt, 457•2860.

~
Bel-Aire
Mobile Ho1nes
900 E. Park
Just 2 blocks f.rom campus,
I, 2 and 5 bedrooms!

1998 16x60 2 Bedroom
BRAND NEW!

1999 14x70 2 Bedroom
•furnished
- •Quiet Park
•Natural Gas

•Shady Lots
•Cable

•Laundry n~ door

Summer Rates Available
Sony, Not Pets
Showing M-F 1 0-5 pm or by
appointment 529-1422 or 529-4431
l,.1.t

549-1343.

OYOilAug;a/c, w/d, storage shed,
$650/mo, 549-2090.
AVPJL AUG, NICE 2 bdrm, dean, stu•
dy, a/c, pel> ok, $.440, 6081 N.
Sprin11..-, 867-WB, local.
2 BDRM, A/C, new carpel, kitchen,
both, w/d, May 15, $4.40/mo same
ufilifie,549-1315.
DeSOTO, 6 mi N of C'dole, nice 2
bdrm, cppl, deck, w/d hoab:p, ceiling Ions, no pets, $375/roo, avail
AuA 1, 867-2752.

Coll 549--4808 (No Pets]
Rental Price Usls ot 511 S. Ash &
J19W. Wolnutbyfrontdoor

2 BDR/,1 HOUSE, '227 Lewis Lone,

ts8or.::·1~~:0C:Z".'~~-~i:o.
J BDRM, REMODELED, dose to campus, gas heat, references• dep, avail
AuA, 687-2520, Iv mess.
2 AND 3 BDRM houses, o/c, w/d,
mowed yard. quiet area, ,tam May,
457-4210.
2 BDRM HOUSE near compus, air
901 hea:.

,£"'~to,, .

2 Bll"M HOUSE near
c/D, dining rocm for 2
Coll 529·1938

or 3 people

2 BDRM AND 3 lxlrm hou,es,
1 &2bd;mopts,
549-3850.
TOWN & COUNTRY, s••den: rental, 3
bdrm,, fully furn, $600imo, avail
Mcrt 15, 549-.4471.
4 SDRMS, CARPETED o/c, 4 bib lo
~ooi~~!!!5~,ib'so/.~tlo."ng.
3 OR 48DRM, 1 l:oth, w/d, 0/c, 326
S Hansemon, avan in Moy, coll 549·
2090.

FAMILY HOUS~~G, UNITY POINT
SCHOOL. 3 BDRM, 2 BAlHS, NO
PETS, LEASE, $600-950, 549·2291.
1·5 SDRMS, 10 min to SIU, pets ok,
w/d, 0/c, lawn care, caiport, etc,
RPM, 687-3912.

BRECKENRIDGE Al'JS 2 bdrm, unlum,
no pei,, display 1/ 4 mile S of Arena
on 51, A.57·4387 or 457-7870.

NICE 1 AND 2 BDRM APTS CAll
529-5294 OR ~49-7292 on~m•
plenly of parkinR, c/c & morel

t:~~~i ~~;!d's:rn~·=r549•2792, or evenings457·M81,

4Sedrooms
511 ¾, 505, 503, 5. Ash.
319,321,324,406, W. Wolnul
3 Bedrooms
.405 s. Ash, 106 s. forest
310!, 313,610 W. Cheny,
2 lledroams
305 W. College, 32A W. Walnut
•" 1 Bedroam
3101, W. Cheny, 207W. Oak
106¼ S. Fores!,

612WCHERRY,3bdrm,c/o,
$600/mo, 705 N James, 2 bdrm,
$380/mc, coll 529·4657.

~"f/~~$~'g:rs'i~l68'.'° pets,

Townhouses

I

Hl'RINTAIS

CLOSE TO SIU -1 trrge WELL Mf.JN·
T/.JNED, 4 or~ bdrm, fu~ cen~ol

MURPHYSBORO, 2 BDRM, carpet,
cir, no pets, $260/mc, 687-4577, or
967-9202.

1 Sedrocm Apt, near SIU, furn, a/c,
CAMSRJA,AV/.JUMY15, 2bdrm
w/d, microwave, BBQ grill, star! loll
eflic, oo peb, $250/mo, r.nl discount
991,om $385, .457-.U22.
, OYOil, 618-997-5200.

l BEDROOM
Lots of trees, behind 1114 E. Rendlman, ovcil Auiiusl, 618 896·2283.

5 Bedrooms, 303 E. Hesler

NEW, 2 BDRM, furn, c/a, ,,,,ergy ef•
fie, June &Aug lec,e, 707 W Col·
le,:ie, Poul Bryant Rentals, 457•5664.

I

CLASSIFLIED

.DESOTO, 6 mi N al C'dale, nice 2
bdrm, ceiling Ions, w/d hoob:p, fire
place, 2 car corportw/s1<,rage or.a,
no pels, $500/mo, DV0il Aug !, B672752.

Houses

Office houn 10-5 Mondc:y-friday

Nl9'
: :'ts~

l

2 BDRM, FULLY furn, cable hook up,
o/c, w/d, no pets, $600/mo plus util,
avail AuR 99, call 457-4078.
2 BDRM HOUSE & cpl, avoilJune 1.i,
no pets, rurol loco~on, professional
only. Ask for Mile, 529-5332. Ref,
dep &year (ea,e.
NEAR 11-IE REC, specious 4 bdrm,,
cathedral ceiling w/lon1, big living
rocun,uti!ityroomw/fullsizew/d, l
1/2 both,, shadyyarcl, $840/mo,
457·8194or529·2013, CHRIS B.
2 BDRM HOUSE, neQf SIU, furn, o/c,
w/d, nice yard, from $475/mo, ,tar!
foll 99,457,.U22.

1, 3 & 4 BDRM NICE HOUSES, yr
lease, dep, co,peted, no pets,
$300-$700, day 68.!·6868, eve
A.57-7427.
U!CE 3 BDRM HOUSE, big, shaded
yordw/view, 2 porche,,w/d, o/c,
fans,

lg bdrms, nice aaftsmonship,

Roehm.an
Rentals
Houses

call Von Awken, 529-5881.

#1.318-Walhut-' • ;,:

2BEDROOM
GREATLOCATION, H both, c/a,
majcr remodeling, avoil loll, $550 per
mo, 618-896-2283.

2full:hth;$1000/mo;-,::
Avail/Aiig;j5th.-'< •<!

3 BDRI.I, 1i bath, w/d, deck, a/c, r· 1
J•ne ls!,$600·ma,5.d9·1315.

,2~402:1Csnidt!r ·-··,
effc'. ap~; :i/.c;> :-> : .•

REMODE!ED, 5 brge bdrm,, 2 both,,
w/d; $235/person, 303 E•Hesler; no
pets, 549•4808.
' ,_,_;·.
REMODELED, A large bdrm,, full bath,
o/c, lurri/~nfurn, $175/per,on, 503
S. Ash, no pets, 549·.4808.

!g f B4:;)Jc',\y/d{li/iip;';

Hl0/trsh;p_~;$165/mo. 1
A~~l~i;\~g;_~6~), -~~'..:

.i:4)5ilbldWJM1furo '.Rd. .

!tiJ~tlJ:tfr&lhj;
p<1,$19?illlo.-,_Av·.i;ilAu,g'.~l,~

:tdR1tw~ti~t0#~ :

.§_195/W!>fS~'all;' A.Yffed
'f:7~AO'l: E::Sitiilei~'ii:7.j
Effc:~ tr:i/(I-LriHrasi/i,;tld

.$1.9~mJi;~fii!i'.MayZ7J
· Must ta~e house the date ;
it is available or don't call •.
NO exceptions
I

529--3513
FAI.LUIIO.tv.S:e

. .ms.oo·
SSlilro'

l.500.00
Sll0.00.
Sll0.00
SlSO.OO
SlS0.00.

mo.oo

DULY EG\'PTL\N

CtASSIFLIED
13 WRM HOUSE near Roe, ~/c, :.,/d,
t~semenl, no pels,~rd mowing projvidod, -~ Aus:!, 457:A.548.

SeNices 1o person, with di10bilifi°' in

their hom01. Typicolly, PAs P!""'ide

::,'i,:';.:r,'j::.t:.; tr: ~
1

~id\~t:J:"~!~;;,, go,

heat, newer hov,e, $525.
510W.Owens,newc/a&g~,
r:';-~m":ss~liance,,
2 lidrm 1ummeronly, 1213 N.
Bridge, air, w/d, S.t.50.
ean 4.57-4210.
Mowing done.

1

a:f

22~/week. send resurr.e
,dory
requirements lo Bo,, I000, Dailv
Egypfion, Maikodo 6887, SIUC,
Con,ondole, d 62901-6887.

NICE 1 BDRM, ideol student =tal, 9
or 12 mo leases, fum, air, no pets,

t,:t;

5.49·0.491 or 457·0l09.

CARSONDAlE, QUIET LOCATIO~ 2 · nAATINDERS, PREFER FEMAlE, will
bu, route, 29· train. Also needed BOUNCERS.
Excellent oav. HURLEY'S 982·9402.

~432' !,lfiltlf:i.°n

~ff. !.!~~:,n~~:1,u"b':';.;:~.

• 684-6862.
I

12.<50, 2 bdrm, $200/mo, ind water
&trash, Jochcn Court, 1305 S Woll
St, no pets, 5A9•2l01.

lspect:,cular lamilv 2 bdrm w/loh lhct
;co.n be used c, office or or.other
bdrm, built 98, RI zonir.g, w/d, d/w,

~~".'
}:l:1~;.o1d ::'c::~~w/opener. A.57·8194, 529·2013,
Chri,8.

REDUCED RE,"1' FOR summer! Fully
lum, nice, IAX60, 2 bdrm, o/c,
shode tree,, dose lo Rec, a:10 1•
I 2X55, no pets, A.57-7639.

iSplendid family .i bdrm, built 98,

I BEDROOM, GREATLOCATION,

l

::i::=~t:;r~~.!,d!.r.~
1ramic ~le
~~en. baths, largo

· appl optional, a/c, sloro9e, ready for
summe, doues, 618·896·2283.

!sW-wil'.1~; :_1.200. A.57-819.i.

NICE PLACES oro still avail, I rnd 2
bdrm, $185·$225/mo, out ol 1o..-n,

IC)'ffl,

, ~tdien, dining otoa, ,epatale utility

i 3 BDRM•

WEIi PROGRN.W.£RS
& CONSULTANTS
WEB 2001 w2001.corn

687-187?.

WANTED SUSSTITUTE5, TEACHERS
aid°' and lunch ca,erago lor summer
program. Muil hove 2 yrs college w/
6 his early childhood/elementary or

~%~&16

s~:~

person

11 BDRM, 500 S Ash, 2 bdrm, 1003
. lRental,, A.57·.566.t.

1---------1

NICE3 BDRM HOUSE. d/w,w/d,
. c/a, I cor rsrago, quiet aroa, avail
;Au1115cal 549-0081.
.

2 BDRM HOUSE, i mi nor1'1 ol 10wn,
.quiet c;rea, bi11 ygrd caD 549-0081.

----------,-1
3 BDRM HOUSE, 515 Rigdon, $425 a

Ima, (618)A39:3737.

CARSONDAlE, ClEAN, REMODELED
2 bdrm hou.e, and studio cat-

~l:t~~;~~;;:

1
9
~ri°.:'i~~dudo greeting dienls, answering

i=J:
~t'.e~~·,=,:•~~•J::on
Resource Direclar,
E. Col!eso,
604

Coibondale, IL 62901. EOE.

z~=:'r.!i~t.";:..~dl:~~:

.;r.:.1.t.::·~·~::.-~~i:
man RclOUl'ce Directa,, 60.4 E. Col·
IORo, Corbondolo, ll 62~l'{~E.

UOUOR STORE QERJ<, M bore, 21 or

"t.,r!i

Un~i~hMaTl:3s1~95ro.°n

ofo in

TEACHERS. PRIVATE ELEMENTARY
school teaching pa1irions, avail I.,,
99·00 ocodemit year, applicants

:r~,:r.!~i.~r:;;,:.~~k>

,r~:!J"'lj'°rf.:':.

Bel-Ai,. Mobile Homes, 1998,
16x60, 2.bdnn, !um, central a/c,
gas heat, energy etfic, w/d, C1Y0il
Ma-,20,napels, caU529•1422 or
529-4431.

SEVERA! PEOPlf NEEDED
deoning, painring, remadolingm

7;,.rat~2~8

:~~ ~~

J~m• lo Au-

DAY CARE· M'baro/O..Olo. Teacher,
lull-rime and part-rime po,itioo,. Early
Childhood, Special Ed, Elementory Ed
mojon. 684·6232 or 867·2« 1.
·
RESIDENT1Al SERVICES DIRECTOR:

i~:iu~~f ;j_;;~~:nfaj~z.~r
loo:?:'

l:.,~~'t8

wi~~~~:9;~~EXPERIENCED RETAJL CLERK wanted, Dufies indudo program plan dovelopapply between 70,n end 2 pm, Ecanomort, 905 EMain.
- - - - - - - - - l·ot lea,•a bachelors degree in human
servico field and one~ ~rience
MIGRANT EDUCATION NEEDS
wor~ng with indiviJual, witli devJopteachen ond subs June-Od, a,so·mentol disabili~... E.O.E. Send
ciote. degree w/6 lvs ol early childre,um.. 1o Ravo Residenriol SetVice1,
hood, please call 893-4022. EOE.
133 W. Vienna, Anna, IL 62906.

:::~;~Jr=klfi:.Mu:~

~~~~l~t~•lfu'ui,~
lvm, central a/c, gas heat, energy
·e/f,c, d/w, w/d. avail now, no pets,
$525, can 529-1422, 529-4431.

Earn Somo
COOLCASHI
These
HOTSUMM£RJOBSI

With

for

Linda Rohling, clireclar, c/o Carbon·
dole News School, 1302 E Pleasant .
HiO Rd, Coibondolo, IL, 6290 I.

DISABLED WOM/lN NEEDS ~olo
abiliries locoted in Anna/Jonesboro ii·
~~t
& reliable linoi,,
q,.,alified individual
59 2

Bel-Airo Mobile Homes, now renring
for summer, loll & spring. 1, 2, & 3
bdrm,, !um, no pols, office hours
M.f, 10-5 pm, 529-1422, 529-4431.

'LOW COST HOUSING, 2 bdrm,
$225 10 $350, pet ok, 529·.w.A.
. · ·.
TheBestforleu.

WEST SUBURBAN mason contr<> ..,,_
need, a laborer, mu.t hovo own tra,s•
partalion, be depend:,blo and physi·
collyfit, $12/hrloslarl, fvU·rimo,
l30•554•5677 a!!er 7pm .

juvenile ollenden in order lo prevent
subsequent olfens... Dufi.. include a,•

pan required ba&ground chedts.
Send rewmo to: YSP Direclor, 604 E.
College, Coibondale, ll 6290 I. EOE.

~4;"°C:,fft

~.~Po~r~;~~lfn'o:tE.O.E

coll 618·542·2501.

perience. Provide services to arre,ted

l

CHILD CARE beginning 6/8, boys 10
& 12,app7.by5/151oPOBox
2~25, Cefalo, indudo phono &ref.

Youth Counselor/Ca•• Manager, Reqs:re, a BA and 2 yrs. reloled ex• ·

HEALTHY, REUABl.l:, HONEST
WORKER, good d,once 10 leam ba,ic
home repair ,kills, di 529·5881.

[welllept,air,w/d,nopels, 12ma
!loose, 529-3806, 684-5917 eve1.

~.::!,~;

12 00
/;:•,day:
Friday.

,nstrvdor P.OSili'on, en, For morning
and SolUri!ay dams. Apply 01 UfE

snJDENTS EARN ENOUGH
MONEY this summer lo PAY next

_tcrio~. Coll 985·6.4A2.

no pets, 5.49•4808.

occepring applications for American

DELIVERY DRMR, ood SANDWICH
PREPARERS, lunch aoun 11·2pm
preterred neol ~aronce.
in

•

:FALL 4 Bll<S lo campus 2, 3 bdrm,

i~/~•s3R~s;?~~Js;,!~rm,

Job c,;..,h, parHme. Must passeu

sessment, counieling, case manage
ment, community' s.ervic:es ond aisis
BASYSlmR FOR 2 GIRLS, Rexiblo
hours, need exp & rel, need lran'f'Or · intervention ~rvices. Must be able to

Priwte Country Setting: 2 bdrm,
extra nice, quiet, fum/unfum, a/c,

yr lease,

am

nol bacl11round check conducted.

,~=~!:,rrr:~~nh hi 5 A5a 9 00
',.~.: ~ 3ls' p.'m.,

6, 1999 • 15

,.. ,.
.. D·-BAR--TEN.D.ERS....
W "'"ESSES AN
great pay, muil be 21, apply in persen, day or nit!.f muilboOYDil
1
i3 in
529-3755.

firN~~~ ~-~e~Jlquor Mart

rea~, EXPENSES. FOR FREE inlo

do,o lo campus, ale, w/d,

I,Cell
d/w, $750/mo, Aug 15,
Gary• .457-3308.

~'::'.sJ:t1W~°t!~Jo,.
between 8:30
&4:00 pm. Crimi·

The ~ I i Parl< Di,~icl is;,;,;,,

jed lo baclground check. Send res•·:ne la: Jerry Konkel, 604.~ College,
Carbondale, IL.62901. EO~, ·£:•-

Remodeled home, $99/persan.
lhe Craning,, 1400 N llfinois
AVfl, or phone549•5656 lor appl.

i at408SPoplar,Jcoll684·41A.5or

bathing, grooming, etc. Hou..l:eeping, Transpc;rtation, and Reading. Piel
up cpplicafions and schedule screen·

:l~i~1th
~=.-d=~~6:~Relioble transporta~n i, required. Sub-

lj",;t;•i::~~:.~-.,!::~id,

same hovo c/a, free grau, no ·
I pels, t1ak, homo li,ls in yard box

ouilfance in Penonal Care; hygiene,

H.S. clogree, goad cammunicafion

. - - - - - - - - - , I 549·8000.

I
i

=~

~":,.~}'
?nc\~:P.
?!
providing Persanol Assl,1an1 (PA)

!I 608 W. :l.igdcn,
3:~~~
air, w/d, go,
I

THURSDAY, MAY

lhe Southern IITinoi, Center for lndo-

•Admir,:,trative As,btontJ
•cutomerSemce

se ~Parts &
oyard'Ces • rea/
sa/
estate•
es
moto
•auto
rcyc/
. es•fr
un,ture•
electr
onics•

com

PUt

ers

•web
sites•

i@rJi

-~C::o1~~ce

Mobile Home Lots

•Receptionists
0

hcaunrin9 Oerb

LET US KuP YOU BUSY ALL SUMMER

~~ir':!/';.~~.tit1si~k93.
·, 1300.

LOTS for NEWER MOBl!E HOMES.
$80 per month, leave me110go, ccU
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .ASJ.6125.

Find it in +he

LONG!
Earn T~:i!.~~:rii,r"'nd
We oiler a

variety of a11ignmenls with
Chicogoland"s Top Companie,
CAREERS USA •
Schaumburg
Lisle
1847) 843-2222
(630) 971·'3333 ·

Mobile Homes
VISIT
THE DAWG HOUSE,
THE D:.ILY EGYl'mtt'S ONUNE
HOUSING GUIDE, AT
fi~£,.di::,_,~

CAMP COUN~~LORS, JUNE 16·July

~rt:r~~.'J;~ri:~ta:

HElPWMTED, fostpiua makers,
~Rl'eNh'j:,~s:'t:.t~~T
·L.......:;;=====;;;;.;...--i I Walts
preferred, apply in person only,
P'IZZD, 213 S,
St, Marion. 797-0870.
exp

C.X,rt

'MUST SE~Tj ~e_r/~III~ bdrmtruiler h - - - - - - ~ i : - - - _ ; . ; I:._-_--:-::-:"."-_-_-_-_-_-"--_-_-_ - 1

1'.'i:lo~~-':.:: 2
· .water sewer,troihpick-upandlown
car• fum w/renl, loundromot on
pem;,es, full timo maintcnanc~, sorry
1-

~~·.::.:F~:rtltl1>~!'ts

• 6405. l:DxoMo Mobile Home Parle,
713
2301
s IUinoi• Ave. SAN ·

~~~Effi~~~l ~:!~ 6
trash. no DOis.

54

4
9-2 D •

fi::,,\~~!;,~;:,'rj~ &
incl, 1mm s225:,, S35o. 549•""'71 WEDGEWOOD HILLS, 2 & 3 bdrm,
49
•
6

~f9 ~t:s",:•_:.~~

.· Rent our De,i~n•r Hom" 0 budget
prices, Oak Hills, eonoge M,o,, and
Paik Circle oro fully luri.:shed, com·
"J>letely decorated, wi1h washers &
: dryers ,tandotd, Woodruff Monogo. mentOA57•3J21.
•

:For All Your.
Housing Needs
Freshma11 &.:Sophs
Upperclassmen
Grad Sturlents ·
Couples
21 and Over

~ \fJl ffiGreat
A W!!!U~it 1M
l
fH
Se ecti·on o . . ous. es

For Your Many Friends...5lxlrms@ 420 S~oIOOre,
Furnished, Cen!rol Air, Wosher/Dryer. ONLY 155.00 ppm
• The Mall's N,xt Door lo this 3bdrm Du~ex @1257 Wdnuf,.
Centro! Afr, Big Yard. ONLY $194.00 ppm
•
• Like New Off Giant Citv Blacktop...3lxlrm Deluxe are
nearly new with leases sfarting &om $225.00 ppm
• Room For Two ...@1004 N. Carico. Ex!ros ore Stondarcl bJt prke is
ONLY $215.00 Pixn
•ASingle Won't Be Alone... I b:lrm D.iplex A.II utilities paid at
ONLY $315.00ppm
•

2 Bedroom,

Apartment Bargains
• NEXT TO MEADOW RIDGE...Campus Square
2 Bdrms, washer/dryer@ $260.00 ppm ·
*MINUTES FROM THE REC ••• Vail 2 Bdnns are fully
furnished, water included, remodeled and just $225.00 ppm
• LOOKING FOR ADEAL? 2 bdrm Hi~kory Glade
in Desoto offers washer/dryer hook-ups, ;us! $170.00 ppm
•NEED ACARPORT? Lease at Country Club Apartments.
Energy efficient 2 bdrms for $197.5.0 ppm
·
' S~I Not Sofis~ed1 •

Ca~usforyours~I~.eorop:irlmelltl ·

Carboi!!:~~~:tcom I 457.-3321. ~.~ i~a~d~
1N/;!J_~ffi~~~innlr-_-~.. !:,...,•.~ ......-.-.. .
,!11.~.

1. Bedroom,
806 1/2 N. Brldgo St. #3, $265"mo
805 W. Main #1 - $285" mo
423 W. Monroo #1-$205"' mo/1
$32D'"mo/2

,1

•• ,

••

-

••

•·••······---···-

£:

805W. Main
#2, 4 & 5 • $29S"'mo/1, $3391 mo/2
116 • $335"1 mo/1, $350"' mo/2
423 W. Monroo
#4 - $295"' mo/1, $335"' mo/2
905 W. Sycamoro
#3 • $335"' mo/1, $350"' mo/2
#4 • $335"' mo/1, $350"' mo/2
210 S. Sprlngor
#3 • $'335"' moll, $350"' mo/2

B.amain ~

(2 Miles west of Kroger West)
1 bdnn. Furnished Apartments
1Bd. Apts. - $210 mo
2 bdnn. Furnished Apartments
2 Bd. Apts. - $265 - $335 mo
3 bdnn. Furnished Houses
(with w/d & carports)
$435 mo

(Most Have W/D
some have c/a)

z.~. Furnished
804 ½ N. Bridge St.• $365"' mo
909C - W. Sycamore - $335"' mo
911 W. Sycamore - $42000 mo
(plus office)

3. B ~ . Furnished
S. James • 400, 404, 406, 4D7 & 409
$470"'mo/Z ($49S'" mo/3)
503 N. Oakland - $470"' mo/Z S495" mo/3
~

Bedroom, Furnished
lli:ar ~

410 • S. Forest• $650"' mo...804 - W. Schwartz - $870"' mo*
w/ rfack

!l,

*All houses w/asterisks
have central air

NO PETS

684-4145 or 684-6862

"

COMPtrn RESUME S£RVla5
Slvdent Oi,count.

OISSERTATlON & TIIESIS
PROOFREADING & E0.11NG
GrvrORswp"Jf~r
"57•:i6SS

. MASSAGE TiitRAPY Loccted wilh e.,.
ropoon Tan, 529-3713, licensed
; MaS>CQo Tiierapisl Ma0025831.
AP.WMENT MOVIR, ENO OF

:™ESTER SPECIAl, YOUR STUff IN
· OilCAGO OR SUBURSS, $ 195, 549·

Midwest Internet

·1~~:~~w:ri

2743.

AFRICAN & FRENCH BRAID, ""'I slylo
Afforclal:le and pn,fouian-

)<)U wont.

· a11y c1ano, lo,appa;n1ccD 549•7 lOO.
. PROFESSt>..">NAI. HAIR BRAJ0ING,
· well done, 1<,ijslociion guaranteo,

i

call

=.1:1~~.~~ca'r'hr

, for gppainlment at 549·7024.
798,! or mobile 525-~393.

Jest Anxiety?

• 56 KModems For A Suporfasl
Internet CoMedion
"LocalAccoslNumbor
'free Personal Wrh Pago_Slort>go
"All !ho Software Neodod To Get

: ;!~~•~r.:~~Jd5~~0J5.les,
2 SASLE FERRETS, 1 male 11.ma!e,
coll 529-2253 or 351-6452.

of secure disk storage space

Looking for a place to st_ore your papers projects, or
MP3s? Make the _internet your hard drivel ·

Started

YOUR PW.UUM LOCAL INTERNET
snvia PROVIDER
CaR us atS00-651·1599 orvi,itc:,,,r
site at www.miclweit.ne!

LOST FEMAlE WHliE Icy paadlo an
Sprin 0er Ridge Rd, REWARD, 549·
2090.

The

~I"

;..,-.;,-., )'OU

aNTER

ATTRACTIVE & WIWNG TO TAU<
1-900-328·32l1 EXT 5878
$2.9S' per min Mu,tbe 18 yrs

~,

.

{:;ongratu:ta,~ons_to_ '
thc.Ladu:s_of

lJJ

calm,

687-5353

ext,200

,_.

I

De you freeze "I', n,n cut al ~mo,

could have dano betterl
Test Your Be1t
Yau can ,toy
remain fo.
01,od, promote recall and finish
1..111 Dr. Davi,, Rhd. can help us·
ing deep relaxation, desensi~zation, guided imagery, end hypnosis.
Di= mt Srudent Role
MURPHYSBORO COUNSEUNG

Call Now! 536,3311
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414 W. Sycamore #E
414 W. Sycamore #W
404 1/2 S. University
406 S. University #4
334 W. Walnut#}
334 W. Walnut #2
703 W. Walnut #E
504 S. Beveridr,e
514 S. Beveridge#!
514 S. l3cvendgc#4
403 W. Elm#l
403 W. Elm#4
718 S. Forest #3
509 1/2 S. Hays
402 1/Z E. Hester
406 1/2 E. Hester
408 1/2 E. Hester
410 1/2 E. Hester
WB W. Hospital #l
210 W. Hospital ,2
703 S. Illinois #101
703 S. Illinois #102
612 1/2 S. Logan
507 1/2 W. Main #A
·507 1/2 W. Main ,..B
507 W. Main #2
400W.Oak#3
410 W. Oak #l-5

r1:1=t@i«•1•n@
408 S. Ash
504 S. Ash#l
504 S. Ash #3 **
504 S. Beveridge
514 S. Beveridge #l
514 S. Bcve,iclge #2 **
903 N. Carico
4·'.li W. Cherry Ct. •
406 W. Chestnut
310 W. College #l
310 W. College#2
310 W. Cc;,llege #3
310 W. College#4
500 W. College #l
115 S. Forest."
303 S- Forest
718 S. Forest #3:
405 E. Freeman
407 E. Freeman **
'

.~ ,.

410 E. Hester**
703 W. High #E
703 \YJ. High #W
208 W. Hospital #l
5155. Logan
612 S. Logan
612 1/2 S. Logan
507 1/2 W. Main B
906 W. McDaniel
908 W. McDaniel
400W.Oak#3
511 N. Oakland
1305 E. Park
202 N. Poplar #I
301 N. Springer #3
.919 W. Sycamore
404 1/2 S.Univcrsity
334 W. Walnut #3
402 1/2 W. Walnut
404W. Willow

wmouw#®@ft

408 W. Cherry Ct*
406 W. Chr~tnut
303 W. College
• 500 W. College #2
104 S. Forest
115 S. Forest *
120 S. Forest
303 S. Forest
409 E. Freeman
411 E. Freeman
l()Q Glenview
507 S. Hays
509 S. Hays
511 S. Hays*
513 S. lk.ys •
514 S. Hays
402 E. Hester **
406 E. Hester **
408 E. Hester •
208 W. Hospital #2 ·
210 W. Hospital #3
212 \VI. Hospital
903. S. Linden
515 S:Logan
. 906 W. McDaniel
908 W. McDaniel
400 W. Oak #2 *
402 W.Oak#f

·408S.Ash
504 S. Ash #3 **
502 S. Beveridge#!
506 S. Beveridge
514 S. Beveridge#1
514 S. Bcveridge#2 **
407 \X(C!:herry _C:t._ ~--· _

202 N. Poplar #l
168 Towcrhouse Dr.
1305 E. Park
402 1/2 W. Walnut
820 i/2 W. Walnut 0
404W. Willow

S8ffiDU®0 2M1
504 S. Ash #3 **
502 S. Beveridge #l

300 E.·Collegc •
305 Crestview
406 E. Hester -ALL
208 W. Hospital-ALL
507 W." Main #l
402 W. Oak E & W ·
600 S. Washington

506 S. Beveridge
514 S. Beveridge #2 **
305 Crestview
104 S. Forest
120 S. Forest
507 S. Hays
509S. Hays
511 S.·Hays *
513 S: Hays•
514 S. Hays
402 E.. Hester **
406 E. Hester **
408 E. Hester *
208 W. Hospital #4
HO w. Hospital #3
212 \YJ. Hospital
_610 S. Logan·**
507 W. Main#l
_;i14 N. Oakland
5299 Cid Rt. 13

208 W. Ho;pital-ALL
406 E. Hester-ALL
402 W. Oak E&W

402 W. Oak E & W
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continued from page 20

newest gimmick "No Holds
Barred Walker Matches" featuring 80-year-old Ric Flair
and Hollywood Hogan.
As the two feebly clank
walking aides, fans head out in
droves - presumably to pick
up the new "Playboy" featuring 60-year-old Sable.
Prediction #3 The NBA
will soon be dominated by
brick-throwing 17-year-old
"phenoms." With entering the
draft right after high school
hecoming commonplace. ifs
only a matter of time before
the high school sophomore
averaging 33 points a game
causes pimple-faced entrants
to be allowed in the draft.
As overpaid wunderkinds
lower the level of competition
even further. the college game

CORN

will actually have a higher
average score de~piie playing
eight less minutes per game.
Then the college athletes,
who have actually spent time
refining their game, will petition the NCAA to become
paid athletes as well.
Eventually. the NCAA will
be a full-fledged money
machine, just like they are
now. Only they won't hog all
the money for themselves as
they do now.
Meanwhile, the NBA will
become a glorified CBA, with
50-year-old Michael Jordan as
player/commissioner.
Sorrv, that's all the
glimpses I'll give you fornow.
If you'd like to know more,
you can catch me ::n my
upcoming tour. But in the spirit of all sports, there will be a
handsome fee.
See you and your checkbooks latc:;r.

continued from page 20

come back a winner," ~iggs said.
"Actually, all ol us have to do well
with the shortage of pitchers. It'll
be a good way to get things going
for the players that will be back
next season. These games can
build momentum for the future."
The Salukis will be without the
services of Jim Pecoraro, Dave
Condon and Dan Seman because
of finals. Senior David Piaz1.a will
stay home to rehabilitate his
throwing elbow.
The Comhuskers are riding a
four-game losing streak and hope
to use the series against the
Salukis to rebound before meeting
the University of Northern Iowa
and Kansas State University.

COPIES• COLOR COPIES
THESIS COPIES • OVERHEADS
BINDING" LAMINATING• SHIPPING
UPS • FEDEX • U.S. MAIL
sru student shipping center• ship your stuff home here!
1:

_

played each· other was in 1950,
when the Comhuskers defeated
SIUC 10-0 in Nebraska.
For Schley and the rest of the
seniors, these final games arc an
opportunity to finish their careers
at SIUC with an exclamation
mark.
"I think we as seniors feel that
we need to go out and play well,"
Schley said; "We would-like to go
out on top, and even if we don't
make the postseason, we still want
to go out on a good note:•
Schley needs eight hits fo tQp
Dave Wrona's 285 mark to
become the all-time career hits at
SJUC.
Senior Jason Frasor. who is
next on the rotation, needs just
four strikeouts to become the third
Saluki in school history to strike
out more·than JOO batters in one
seasbn.
, ',- -

has played a positive role in the before you know where she iF."
Salukis' (38-18, 12-4) success this
This is Rexroat's "sneak
season. She added that most walk- attack" on the field.
ons do not stick around for more
"I'm not the fastest on the
team, so 1 just try to be smart out
a cat-like "meowing" rendition of than one season.
"They're
all
my
best
friends,
so
there,"
Rexroat said. "1 like being
tht: national anthem directed
toward junior pitcher Tracy I could never quit," Rexroat said, sneaky."
referring
10
her
teammates.
'They
Her
sneaky tactics off the
Remspecher.
"She does have a lot of fun;•_ would never Jet me anyway, and I field, however, often prompt_
teammates to attempt to return the
Saluki
head
coach
Kay don't think I'm much of a quitter.
"Every day you question why favor, but Rexroat said'.it seldom'
Brechtelsbauer said.
"I wish more people had more you're here. Obviously, you come works.
'They try to make more nickfun. That's what it should be all up with a pretty good answer
because you come back every names for me, but 1 just come
about."
day."
right
back and get them," Rexroat
Rexroat, a walk-on from
Brechtelsbauer
has
used said. 'They try to scare me or
Ottawa who has seen limited playsomething,
but it never works."
ing time, always tries to make the Rexroat at times in the infield this
And even if people are lucky
most of her time on the field or in season but mainly utilizes her as a
enough to catch "Rat" off-guard,
pitch-runner.
the dugout.
"She has become probably one they know to watch their back the
"I guess I really don't have
much choice," Rexroat said. "If of our, if not the smartest, base next few days.
"She always has to get you
I'm not playing, I might as well runners," Brechtelsbauer said.
"She sees the play as it develops b!ick," Stremsterfer said. "l try to
have fun while I'm sitting there."
Brechtelsb~uer said Rexroat and she'll have that extra base -get her back, but it never works."

FUN

Whatever you need to do,
weire ~ere,for you.

II"· "'MAILBOXESETC"

"I think this should be a good
non-conference
matchup,"
Nebraska coach Dave Van Hom
said. "SIU always goes out and
plays hard, so it should be a good
weekend. We just have to play
well, which we haven't done in a
couple of weeks.''
But how have the Cornhuskers
done since the 50-3 game? Has
there been any difference in the
way teams are facing th~ potent
offense since the 50-run attack?
"1 don't think so," Van Horn
said. "Most of our games lately
have been conference games so
they have been throwing their
(No.) l, 2 and 3 pitchers against
us. So most of the games have
been close."
The Salukis understand the 50run massacre is not a normal
occurrence for the Nebra~ka ballclub'. The last time the two teams

continued from page 20

We don't know why KINKO'S closed, buL

Murdale Shopping Center
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M-F: 8 to 6; Sat: 9 to 2
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Friday, May 7, 1999 - 8:0Qpm
at Shryock Auditorium on.the SIU campus, carbondale
Free Question and Answer Session
Cris and Tret • Thurs. 3:30 pm

· w/

Law3onHall • Rm161
Ticket Prices: General Admission $15
Students/Seniors/Culldi;en _$1 O
Tickets on, sale at the Shryock Auditorium, B_ox Office
·
All seats Reserved' , Charge by phone ~18 0453-ARTS (278)

All Proceeds to Benefit SIU Women:S Studies

·f~~

Do you freeze up, run out uf time,
know you could have done better?

Tostt Your Best
You can stay calm, remain focused, promote
recall and finish tests! Dr. Davis, Rhd. can, help
using deep relaxation, desensitization, guided
imagery, and hypnosis.

Discount Student Rate
Murphysboro Counseling Center
687~353

'.11,

MARKETING
REPRESENTATIVES

*

-: :· ', .

$7.()0 .. $1,2~00{;
per hour or more with incenti~·es. {;/
, . p~s up to

$400 ~Liarterly attendan~: b~~~s ,

We offer paid training, full-and
part-time positions (day and ,
evening shifts), great benefits,
package (Including heallh_ond
dental Insurance, 491 (k) plan,
paid vacation-and personal holfclays, and tuition- reimbursement). employe~ referral bonus, promotion from ·
:~ within. --

everyone sees
your ad in the

Thlltl'E&mtd p· ,
536-3311

..

'

Apply

Now!

Mondoy-,'r!doy; 8 o.m:-4 p.m.

2311 lllinols Ave.
Carbon_dale _• 351-1852
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Duke women's tennis· team

ESPN sues Major
streaks toward NCAA crown League Baseball
MARJO RANKIN

Buss

KN1m1T-RIDDER NEWSrAl'ERS

Duke won its first ACC
women's tennis championship in
1988 with Jr.ne Preyer as coach.
Eleven years and three coaches
later, the Blue Devils won their
I:?th ACC championship, finishing undefeated in the league for
the IOth consecutive season, and
extending their winning streak
over ACC teams to 113. There's
one ACC loss in those 12 years,
and that was in l\forch, 1989.
Numbers an: never the goal for
Duke - titles are, coach Jamie
Ashworth said - but they seem to
pile up anyway.
"I think we do a good job with
the girls, taking that pressure away
- the ACC streaks and match
streak and championships. We
rarely talk about it," Ashworth
said. "Once a year, at the beginning of the ACC season, we say
something about it, but that's not a
focus and we never set out to add
to the streak.
"Our goal is to win the ACC

championship and if we do that
undefeated, that's fine."
The fourth-ranked Blue Devils
(24-3, I 0-0) capped another perfect A::C season with a 5-0
shutout of Wake Forest in the tournament final April 25. Their next
assignment is the NCAA tournament, where Ashworth anticipates
a No. I seed in the 64-team draw.
The field will be announced
Wednesday.
Ashworth is in his thin! season
as head coach, after two as a Duke
assistant.
A 1996 Maryland graduate,
he's 63-8 with the Blue Devils.
Just as he does with the team, he
tries not to think about sustaining
Duke's streaks for the benefit of
his coaching resume.
"It's something you think about
and never want to be - I'm the
fourth coach (during the ACC
run); we had a couple who didn't
stay very long - and you never
want to be the one to end it," he
said. "B_ut it's the same thing. You
can't coach that way, you can't be
afraid to do it.

Players and coach take fear out
oi the equation.
"They do not go out on the
court in fear of losing," Ashworth
said. "They look at- it the other
way; it's a challenge to keep winning. I think mentally there is a
difference:·
It makes a big difference to
have a Vanessa Webb on your
team. A· 6-foot senior from
Toronto, she's an imposing figure
with a racket, and is the defending
NCAA singles champion.
She has the school record for
wins, with a 154-24 career singles
record, easily passing Julie
Exum's previous mark of 135-41. ·
Webb was the ACC Female
Athlete of -the Year and
Rolex/fennis Magazine Collegiate
Player of the Year in 1998, and is
26-0 in singles this year.
She's ranked No. 2 in the
nation in singles, and No. 3 in
doubles with Karen Goldstein.
"Other coaches will tell you she's
probably the hardest-working
player in the country," Ashworth
said.

again this year led to baseball's
attempt to tenninatc the contract,
followed by the ESPN lawsuit.
Rather than work out a scheduling conflict that should have
been obvious long before now,
the two sides arc nuw engaged in
a heated dispute that might end
up in a courtroom.
According to ESPN president
George Bodenheimer, the network's contract allows it to preempt 10 games for events of significant interest, such as tl:e
NFL. Major League Baseball
contends that ESPN's contract
prohibits it from pre-empting
any baseball games without prior
approval, and that entering into
conflicting arrangements is in
direct violation of its contract.
According to Paul Becston,
president and chief operating
officer of Major League
Baseball, the two sides have
been negotiating for more than a
year to resolve the matter.

KEVIN MULLICAN
KNIGHT-RIDDER NEWSrArERS

PHILADELPHIA
Longtime pals ESPN and Major
League
Baseball officially
became enemies Tuesday when
the 24-hour sports cable network
filed a lawsuit to keep its broadcast contract in force through
2002.
Major League Baseball plans
to tenninate its regular-season
rights agreement at the end of
this season over ESPN's decision to move
ee September
Sunday baset-.11 games to
ESPN2 so it can uphold its commitment to carry-more popular
NFL games.
ESPN sought last year to
move its final three Sunday night
baseball telecasts to ESPN2 and
baseball responded by taking
away ESPN's rigl.t to air the
games. ESPN's recent notification that it intended to do so

;~r/1
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"The Healthy Choice"· U

~

Special of the,Week

Maui GrilledChicken Sandwich
Marinated, charbroiled chicken breast
with lettuce, tomato, and onion on a
sesame seed bun.

·Open Mon.:.sat, Lunch 11-3, Dinner 5-9

1 00 S. Illinois
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Major League Baseball
Rockies 13, Cubs 6
Braves 12, Cardinals.:
Brewers 2, Marlins 0

Upcoming: Softball preview

Robstradamus
and his little
crystal ball._ ..
Another school year ha~ drawn to a
close. As those deadlines you've known
abo111 all semester approach. I thought
you could use a little enlightenment.
You see, I'm not just the DAILY
EGYPTIAN track and field reporter_ That's
just a cover. The real reason the DE hired
me this year wa~ that I have an uncanny
ability to predict the future.
For those of you
not familiar, this is
an invaluable
resource in the
newsnaper industry. However, the
time has come for
me to move on to a
career of my own,
perhaps the shopping mall palmALLIN
reading circuit
SPORTS REPORTER
Sina.-"this is my
last article here, I
am revealing the
truth. I run a soothsayer, a modem-day
Nostmdamus. ·
This being the fin;:l sch1,vil year before ·
the millennium, I thought it'd be fair to
, share what awaits in the world of sports
·:1 the 21st century.
Prediction #1: Chicago Cubs' management will eliminate all th:mghts of cutting
back on bleacher alcohol sales when the
club wins its first National League
Pennant in 55 years with a little help from
the Bleacher Burns.
The Cubs and Atlanta Braves are tied
in the ninth inning of Game 7 of the 2000
National League Championship Series.
With one out and Mickey Morandini on
second, Sammy Sosa lofts a long fly ball
to left-center field. Bmve Ryan Klesko
makes a spectacular effort, diving and
colliuing v:ltl1 the brick wall.
He appears to have caught the ball;
and Sosa is called out However, t.'le
Burns notice it slip out of his glove at the
last second. Morandini easily tags and
goes to third.
Then, as Klesko prepares to throw the
ball in, an enraged bleacherite runs to the
concession stand, grabs an empty keg and
heaves it at Klesko.
Obviously, in no shape to make a
throw, Klesko goes down. Morandini
scores and 5,000 life-long Cub fans die of
heart attacks instantaneously.
Hey, if a free-swinging, mistake-prone
right fielder can hit 66 home runs, why
can't that happen?
And the World Series? Oh, come on,
ynu spoiled brats! You Cub fans wait
your whole life, and learning they'll win
the pennant next year isn't enough??
Let's not get greedy now.
Prediction #2 The popularity of professional wrestling will go back in the toileL Not too hard to predict, but the manner in which ir happen is worth a listen.
The boat ¼ill begin to sink when it is
revealed that wrestlen. •.ren't merely posturing when they direct their crossedhands-to-midsection salute towards an
arena full of men.
The bottom will be hit when the .
WCW (World Championship Wrestling)
changes its n;µne to WCWC (World
Championship Wrestling Classic).
Still hoping to cling to '80s nostalgia,
Eric Bischoff's company runs a pay-perview with the n:ain event plugging their

SEE ALLIN, PAGE
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Amanda Rexrool (left), a sophomore infielder for the SIUC softboll team, jokes with junior outfielder r-;;kki Cosentino during pradice Wedn~doy.
Rexroat has earned herself the nickname Rot" for her antics on and off the field.
0

Sophomore infieµIer Amand~--~~oat makes every place she goe; •••

With a bag filled. with pranks
and tricks, Rel.Wat earns
herself the nickname "Rat"
CoREY, CUSICK
DAti.Y EGYl'TIAN REroRTER

€:

·.

ri.11 Stremsterfer recalls the last
time she failed to get her roommate a glass of water.

It was 011~ delivery· that Stremsterfer, a
sophomore pitcher on the SIUC softball team,
probably should have made.
"She wanted me to get her a glass of water
one time," Stremsterfer says. "So I went and
sprayed a little water bottle on her. So she
comes back and gets this huge bottle of water
an.i dur.:j,cd it on me while 1 was sitting on
the couch."
"She" is fellow Saluki Amanda Rexroat

and the incident was just another one .of
Rexroat's "sneak attacks." Like Stremsterfer,
Rexroat's teammates ha1.! become accustomed to such antics by the sophomore
infielder.
Rexroat's roomm;;tes, Strernsterfer and
Saluki third baseman Julie Meier, endure the
most practical jokes.
·.
"She always sneaks up on us and scares the
crap out of us," -Stremsterfer said.
It may be quite fitting that the "sneaky"
Rexroat was given the nickname "Rat" !>Y
Meier on a bus trip last year.
'.
"I was calling Julie 'Piggy' because she
makes Miss Piggy noises all the time,"
Rexroat said.."She got mad at me on the bus.
We really didn't know each other that good, ii
was the first trip (l:ut year) So, I was calling
her 'Piggy,' and she was like, 'You•re a rat:"
Rexroat said her continual joking can bother her teammates, but never too much.
'They always get mad at me, out it goes
away in like two se..:onds," Rexro;,.t said. ·

Creating r,jcknames for her teammates is
one of Rexroat's pet peeves.
The nickname -'Horse,' given to sophomore center fielder Marta-Viefhaus last season
for her. iong hair and swift running stride on
the base paths, still creates opportunities for
Rexroat
.;:
"I hang pictures of Marta - of horses up in the bathroom all the time on roa::I trips,"
Rexroat said.
As om': could imagine, the joking sometimes gets her in trouble in the classroom.
"I was always in detention or in-school
(suspension, or doing something in high
school;" Rexroat said. "I'm still like that - I
still get moved aroµnd in classes in college."
Some of her other antics have included a
messy. cake fight with freshman· catcher
Andrea Harris, hiding things from her peers,
Jocking teammates in the bathroom and even
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Crossing the corn country
Baseball team travels to
Lincoln for a three-game
set against Ne'brasl<-c.1

•

@W«•tti@W l

and it is a great college atmosphere. We
just need to start play- • lhe Solulci baseball
ing the best to our team battles !he
Unive.--:liy of Nebrnsko
abilities."
in lincoln, Nel::.,
Schley is not too Fridax at 7 p.m.,
worried about · the Saturday ol 1 p.m.
MIKE BtoRKWND
Comhuskers; but he is and Sunday al 1 p.m.
DAILY EGYrTIAN REroRTER
aware of the history
be
of their athletic DroWhen people talk.about the Univcn.ity of gram. He is even 95.1 and !he other lwo
on
WCIL-AM
i020.
Neb..-aska baseballteam, they thin!, of the 50 bringing a camera to
runs scored against Chicago Sta:e University Lincoln, Neb., to take
March 17. But leave it to the slumping SIUC pictures of Memorial Stadium. home of the
baseball team to react nonchalantly.
football Comhuskers.
"I 1hink they have a good recorrl," senior
The Comhuskers defeated the Cougars 50center fielder Joe Schley said. 'ThcJ used to 3 in the second game of a doubleheader. The
be ranked. They ha·,e a nice playing surface slaughter was called after 6 1/2 innings

~t~~fF%i

because of the 12-run mercv rule.
The Salukis (24-23. 9-i8) have a tough
ta~k this weekend when they facr. a
Comhusker team (30-15. 12-9) on the verge
of making its first Big 12 Conference tournament in school history.
Batting .333 as a team, Nebraska has
pounded out 63 home runs this season, largely in part of Ken Harvey (.491, 19 HR. 64
RBI) and Jeff Hedman ( II HR, 42 RBI).
Senior pitcher Adam Biggs is not too worried about the Comhusken.· offense. He'd
much rather worry about the task on hand this ·
weekend.
"We just need to go ::110 Nebraska and
SEE
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